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Chapter 1 – Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Understanding the underlying science behind the arrangements of small organic
molecules in mixtures is important for numerous technological applications. Among
these, application to organic solar cells (OSCs) is especially noteworthy, given the drive
toward alternative energy sources. Organic solar cell technology has attracted much
interest in recent research because of the amenability of solution-processable deposition
techniques, inexpensive cost of fabrication, and structural flexibility, all of which
combine to make OSCs potentially suitable for application on a large scale. In particular,
the advantage of the “bulk heterojunction” (BHJ) structure (in which the electron donor
and electron acceptor molecules are mixed together prior the deposition), over a bilayer
structure (in which a layer of one type of molecule is deposited on top of a layer of the
other one) is a greatly increased interfacial area available, which is spatially distributed
over the entire volume of the active layer. As exciton dissociation into free charges is
much more probable at donor molecule/acceptor molecule domain interfaces, larger
interface area leads to an increased power conversion efficiency (PCE).1 However, the
PCE of BHJ-OSCs is still very low as compared to that of crystalline silicon solar cells:
11.9% compared to 25%, as reported by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory chart
on record cells efficiencies.2 This relatively low efficiency is mainly due to the fact that,
after the light absorption-induced formation of an exciton, its recombination is likely
before it can diffuse to a donor/acceptor interface. The lower efficiency makes organics
photovoltaics unsuitable at present for large-scale commercialization.
1

An important process on which many applications of organic molecular mixtures,
such as organic solar cells, depend is their phase separation. The spontaneous formation
of a particular morphology during phase separation from a solvent-based, bimolecular
solution onto a substrate is a complex problem; there are four components: the individual
molecules, the solvent and the substrate. The mode of the separation is expected to
depend on several parameters, including relative molecular concentrations, solubilities of
each type of molecule in the solvent, interaction of individual molecules with the
substrate surface, layer thickness, solvent evaporation rate, and annealing temperature
and time. Controlling the morphology of domains of different molecules will require an
understanding of the interactions between like and unlike molecules in the solvent, in the
solvent-free mixture and with the substrate.
Based on analogy with crystal growth from solution we anticipate that under
certain conditions the substrate will play an important role in the phase separation
process. We expect that for small enough supersaturation of the individual
molecule/solvent solution the phase separation between molecules of different species
should be via nucleation and growth, rather than spontaneous decomposition. In this case
the activation barrier between a homogeneous solution and the phase separated mixture
(

) is expected to decrease at the substrate, providing adsorption of the individual

molecules and thus decreasing the overall interface energy of the system. If the phase
separation nucleates at the substrate it should then propagate into the solution, given
sufficient supersaturation. This should give rise to “vertical” domain growth (i.e. at right
angles to the substrate surface). A further expectation, based on analogy with classical
nucleation theory, is that the presence of preferred nucleation sites or “seeds” on the
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substrate such as cavities might locally promote the nucleation of the new phases: the
critical nucleation volume can be significantly smaller in the presence of suitable sites.
This brings up the issue of the persistence of the length scale of the phase separation as it
propagates into solution. From classical capillarity theory the fastest growing wavelength
should depend on the ratio of the interfacial tension between two phases to the driving
force for separation per volume.3 Therefore, patterning the substrate with features at a
particular pitch may or may not result in persistence of that length scale. We anticipate
that it should be possible to drive the phase separation at resonance if the pattern length
scale matches the fastest growing wavelength set by capillarity. We further anticipate that
the latter should be tunable via modification of the individual interface tensions.
Combining appropriate patterning and interface tension control it may be possible to
achieve vertical self-assembly of molecular phase separation at a desirable lateral length
scale.

1.2 Objective
The major purpose of this thesis is to understand how the self-assembly of the
molecular domains studied here depends upon the depositions parameters that we can
control. We assume that the supersaturation rate can be practically controlled to some
extent via controlling the evaporation rate of the solvent during deposition.
As detailed below, the goals in this thesis are (1) to investigate whether we can
practically drive a solute phase separation via a nucleation and growth process or a
spontaneous decomposition of organic mixtures and (2) to determine whether the phase
separation can be selectively nucleated at particular sites, of a desired spacing, on
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patterned substrates. A third goal is to determine whether the minimum site spacing can
be altered by adding surfactant, in order to reduce the interfacial tensions.

1.3 Background
As a large part of the technological motivation for this work is eventual
application to organic solar cells, in this section we will describe the phase separation
process between electron-donor/electron-acceptor mixtures that is essential for a high
efficiency organic solar cell.
The phase separation process can be thought as a type of phase transformation
and, therefore, under certain conditions, the kinetics can be described by the classical
nucleation theory. Understanding phase formation processes is crucial in order to
appropriately choose initial and boundary conditions under which self-assembly of
molecules into desirable configurations occur.
For a ternary system (two solutes plus a solvent), the thermodynamics underlying
phase separation can be illustrated with a phase diagram (Figure 1-1) describing the
different phases occurring on changing the concentration of solutes in the solvent
(supersaturations – y-axis) at a given composition of the solutes in the solvent (x-axis). In
Figure 1-1, we present the schematic of this phase diagram considering the two solutes
(tn-ZnPc and PCBM) and the solvent (chloroform) used in this work. For the formation
of solid phases from the liquid solution, the difference of the chemical potential

of

each component molecule between that in a solid phase and that in solution is a
convenient measure of its supersaturation. We note in passing that our description will
hold only in the limit that the system remains close enough to equilibrium that the
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chemical potentials can be defined. In the homogeneous region (point A) the solution is
stable and there is no driving force for phase separation. In this case the solutes are
completely dissolved in the solvent. The binodal curve (intersected at point B) describes
the coexistence of phases of different solute concentrations under given conditions and
corresponds to a saturated solution. As we increase the supersaturation (via evaporation
of the solvent) we cross the binodal, and the system begins to phase separate, via
nucleation into individual domains of different solute concentrations which then grow.
Further solvent evaporation moves the system from the binodal towards the spinodal. If
the nucleation did not take place at the binodal region, then, at the point of crossing of the
spinodal (point C) decomposition into different solute concentration regions occurs
spontaneously. This occurs when there is essentially no barrier for nucleation. Inside the
spinodal region (point D) the mixture decomposes, initially at a fixed wavelength,
followed by a regime of coarsening of the individual phase separated domains.

Figure 1-1. Phase diagram showing the binodal and spinodal curves.
For a supersaturation between the binodal and spinodal, when a cluster reaches a
size greater than a critical value, a stable nucleus is formed. For the simplest case of a
spherical cluster, the value for the critical radius is given by:3
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(1-1)
where

is the solid/liquid interfacial free energy/area and

is the change of free

energy per volume on formation of the new phase. The value of the activation (free)
energy required to form a spherical nucleus is:3
(1-2)
In order to decrease this energy barrier, the interfacial energy/area must be reduced. This
can occur if the new phase wets a planar substrate, leading to preferential heterogeneous
nucleation. The value of the energy barrier for heterogeneous nucleation is:3
(1-3)
where

is the “shape factor” that can be described (for simple cases) via a “wetting”

angle between the surface of the nucleus and the substrate where their contact ends
(Figure 1-2).

Figure 1-2. Schematic of the nucleus forming on the substrate wall and forming the
contact angle.
Small wetting angles correspond to a small shape factor and a small substrate/adsorbate
interfacial free energy; thus, the energy barrier for nucleation is decreased. Equation (1-3)
says that the barrier for heterogeneous nucleation is smaller than the homogenous
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nucleation barrier by the shape factor. The critical radius

for heterogeneous nucleation

has the same value as the homogeneous case, meaning that it only depends on the
supersaturation or equivalently on

. In the presence of cavities on the substrates, the

nucleation barrier can be reduced even further, because the critical volume of the nucleus
formed at the bottom of the cavity can be very small even at large contact angles:3
(1-4)
There is a limit to how small the cavity can be however, which is imposed by capillarity.
The cavity must be large enough that the nucleus radius does not decrease below

.3 In

Figure 1-3 we present schematically the activation barrier as a function of the nucleus
radius for the three different nucleation processes described (in liquid, on a substrate, and
in a cavity).

Figure 1-3. Activation barrier ( ) as function of the nucleus radius for the three
different nucleation processes (in liquid, on a substrate, and in a cavity).
In this thesis project a principal goal is to investigate whether, by choosing
appropriate conditions of supersaturation, substrate surface tension and nucleation sites,
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we can promote a small length scale vertical self-ordering of two organic components
from solution.
Toward the particular application of highly efficient organic solar cells, it is
necessary to understand how closely packed donor/acceptor molecular domain
boundaries should be for high PCE. We consider the diffusion of excitons in a phase
separated mixture. The diffusion length of an exciton ( ) can be written as:4
(1-5)
where

is the exciton diffusion coefficient and

is the exciton lifetime (time to

recombination). In organic materials this length is typically of the order of 10 nm.5
Efficient charge separation can occur if the individual domain size ( ) is comparable to
or less than

. In Figure 1-4 we show a schematic of the process of photocurrent

generation in an OSC and the expression of the External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) used
in this field for quantifying the efficiency of a solar cell.

Figure 1-4. Schematic of the photocurrent generation process occurring in an OSC. EQE
is the external quantum efficiency.
In organic semiconductors, exciton diffusion occurs through successive energy
transfer hops between molecules of the same species, which are called Förster Resonance
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Energy Transfer events. According to the Förster theory, the rate of energy transfer (

)

is given by:6
(1-6)
where

is the Förster radius, defined as the molecular distance at which the efficiency

for energy transfer is 50% and

is the intermolecular separation. Förster derived an

expression that linked the exciton diffusion coefficient with the molecular properties and
with

, which is:7
(1-7)

where

is a parameter accounting for the disorder in the molecular distribution and

is

the number density. In this model a highly ordered and packed donor molecular
organization should lead to an increased diffusion coefficient.8 In Figure 1-5 is shown a
schematic of the effect that high crystallinity has on the hopping of excitons between
molecules.

Figure 1-5. Schematic of the effect of the high crystallinity on the diffusion of excitons.
Improvement of the efficiency of a BHJ organic solar cell should be possible by
either reducing the length of the donor/acceptor phase separation to the diffusion length
of the exciton, or by increasing , which in turn might be accomplished by modifying the
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donor chemical structure for an enhanced self-ordering, and thus an increased diffusion
coefficient.
Once separated, free charges must reach the electrodes to produce current. The
probability for this to occur will depend on the morphology of the domain structure of the
molecular mixture. A simple hypothesis is that creating continuous and aligned
interpenetrating networks of donor and acceptor molecules (Figure 1-6) should allow free
charges to have clear and shorter paths towards the electrodes, facilitating their transport.9

Figure 1-6. Schematic of the optimal geometry of the active layer in an organic solar cell.
Based on what we have said above, the length scale

of the donor/acceptor phase

separation, the crystallinity of the two phases, and the connectivity of the domains to
electrodes all play important roles in the performance of an organic solar cell. Toward
this end, in this thesis we investigate the possibility of spontaneous assembly of phase
separated molecular mixtures with a target lateral domain sizes approaching 10 nm, high
crystallinity of individual domains and vertical connectivity of domains of each phase
between electrodes.
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Chapter 2 – Materials and Experimental Methods

2.1 Approach
In this thesis, we carry out a study of molecular mixtures in a prototypical system
consisting of tetranitro zinc-phthalocyanine (tn-ZnPc) and [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid
methyl ester (PCBM) using chloroform as a solvent, and native oxide-covered Si(111)
substrates, to see whether capillarity and patterning might be used to control the
nucleation and propagation, and thus the length scale of the phase separation.
The crystallinity of clusters of phase separating organic molecules is expected to
depend on several factors, including the mutual interaction between molecules of the
same species, the evaporation rate of the solvent during solution-processable depositions,
interaction with impurity molecules, and annealing conditions. Our approaches in
investigating these effects involve (1) varying the evaporation rate of the solvent during
molecular deposition onto the substrate, (2) performing solvent vapor-annealing (SVA)
and temperature-annealing of the deposited films, and (3) changing the stoichiometry of
the mixture solutions.
The rate at which the solvent evaporates can be crucial in determining the
morphology of individual molecular domains on a substrate. Very fast rates of
evaporation favor spontaneous (“spinodal”) decomposition over nucleation. In addition,
qualitatively, we expect that very fast solvent evaporation should limit the degree to
which solute molecules can order within a domain. In contrast, slow enough solvent
evaporation rates should place the system, at least initially, in the range of supersaturation
where nucleation of the phase separation is favored. In addition, qualitatively, we expect
11

that slow evaporation should allow for more intermolecular interaction, leading to more
ordered structures.
When allowing solvent vapor molecules to interact with polymeric organic films,
it is known that they can adsorb onto the films and become partially dissolved within the
macromolecules, acting as “plasticizers”, increasing the mobility of film molecules,10 and
favoring ordered self-assembly in crystalline structures much larger than the amorphous
structures.11–14
We note that thermal annealing has been widely used to induce the formation of,
and modify the morphology of phase-separated regions of donor and acceptor
materials.15–17
The simple model illustrated schematically in Figure 1-1 suggests that the
concentration of the individual molecules in the mixture solution determines the phase
transformation kinetics as function of the supersaturation. For the case illustrated by the
schematic, a 1:1 stoichiometry would lead to a spinodal decomposition rather than
nucleation and growth for any finite supersaturation, whereas off 1:1 a range of
supersaturations producing nucleation and growth kinetics would exist. To explore this
effect, in this thesis we investigate the results on the phase formation derived by different
stoichiometries.
During molecular deposition onto a substrate, the tendency of molecules to
deposit in a particular region depends not only on the molecule-substrate interaction, but
also on the interactions occurring between solvent and solute. A goal of this thesis is to
gain an understanding of such interactions during the evaporation of the solvent for
eventual predictability and control of the molecular domains on the underlying substrate.
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As a first step toward this understanding, we investigate the phenomena that occur during
the evaporation of a sessile droplet of solvent, in this case chloroform, on an oxideterminated silicon substrate in presence of, and in the absence of organic molecular
solutes.
Finally, we explore the role that a topographically-patterned surface might play in
directing the phase separation of individual molecules from a solvent-containing mixture.
We adopt a combinatorial approach, fabricating arrays of topographical pits whose
diameter and spacing are varied independently. In our initial investigations the pit
diameters are varied over a range from 0.7 to 8 μm, the spacing from 1.4 to 16 μm with
the average depth of the pits fixed at (48 ± 1) nm. We will see that these large
characteristic size-features do not obviously affect the self assembly of the molecules.
Later, we lowered the size of the pattern to 30 – 360 nm for the diameter and to 60 – 720
nm for the spacing. The depth varies from ~ 30 to ~ 70 nm depending on the sizes of the
pits and exceeds the RMS roughness amplitude by nearly two orders of magnitude, and
should allow the imposed pattern to dominate the topography. Our combinatorial
approach should allow us to study the relation between particular domain morphologies
and specific pattern size.
Additionally, we modified the patterned silicon surface tension, using a
hydrosilylation process, in order to have H-terminated patterned silicon surfaces, to
determine whether the hydrogen atoms at the surface provide a stronger interaction of the
organic molecules with the pattern.
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2.2 Materials and Methods
As a prototypical system for exploration of directing phase separation we have
chosen tetranitro zinc phthalocyanine (tn-ZnPc) and phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester
(PCBM) as component molecules, chloroform (CHCl3) as a solvent, and Si(111) as a
substrate.
Tn-ZnPc’s are phthalocyanine molecules (Pc) with nitrite functional groups (–
NO2) attached to the four isoindole groups, as illustrated schematically in the left panel of
Figure 2-1. Nitrite functional groups are capable of strongly withdrawing electrons from
the metal core of a Pc molecule, making these molecules very good electron-donor
organic semiconductors.18 Phthalocyanines molecules were selected as electron-donor
component

because

of

their

thermal

and

chemical

stability.19

Additionally,

phthalocyanines functionalized with –NO2 groups are more soluble in organic solvents.20
Another advantage of using phthalocyanines is based on the necessity to enlarge the
harvested fraction of the solar spectrum. Therefore, since almost half of the total energy
of the sunlight appears at wavelengths below 700 nm, phthalocyanines are good
candidates because exhibit light absorption at ~ 690 nm.19
PCBM is a fullerene derivative molecule, created by adding a phenyl group (–
C6H5) and a methoxy group (–O–CH3) to the Buckminsterfullerene C60, as illustrated in
the right panel of Figure 2-1. Both of these functional groups are electron-donating,
making the PCBM molecule an excellent electron-acceptor. PCBM is one of the most
commonly used electron-acceptor component molecules in organic solar cells research
field, because of its high electron affinity and ability to transport charges, as well as high
solubility in many organic solvents.21
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Figure 2-1. Tetranitro zinc phthalocyanine (tn-ZnPc) and phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl
ester (PCBM) molecules.
The molecules are deposited in chloroform-based solutions onto silicon substrates
using a variety of techniques in this work. We choose chloroform as solvent based on
preliminary solubility tests.
The choice of Si(111) substrates was mainly due to the near-atomic surface
flatness available. We prepared the substrates via RCA cleaning22 prior to molecular
deposition; however, the presence of naturally occurring native oxide and hydrocarbons
at the surface is nearly inevitable.
A number of techniques were used in characterizing the structures and properties
of our samples. We characterized the morphology of the substrates before and after
deposition using atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). The sizes of molecular clusters in solution were analyzed through dynamic light
scattering (DLS) measurements. The chemical composition of the deposited films was
investigated via X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and energy dispersive X-ray
spectrometry (EDS). To characterize the local properties of the deposited films, we
15

performed force-curve experiments in an ambient-controlled AFM system; this allows
determination of the adhesive interaction between a spherical AFM probe and sample,
and provides a means of testing the local surface termination. The crystallographic
properties of both powders of single-component molecular solids and of deposited
molecular films were investigated through X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD). The optical
properties of tn-ZnPc and PCBM molecules in solution and in deposited films were
measured with a UV/visible/near-IR monochromator. Their vibrational characteristics
(related to the type of chemical bonds) were probed via Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) and Raman scattering spectroscopy. The interactions of the
molecules with the silicon substrate (i.e. the orientation of the molecules on the substrate)
were analyzed with FTIR spectroscopy in an attenuated total reflectance (ATR) mode,
with incident polarized light.
Individual molecular solutions were prepared in chloroform at a concentration of
0.25 mM and followed by sonication for 10 minutes. For molecular mixtures solutions
each type of molecule in chloroform were mixed in a ratio of 1:1. For such a mixture, the
individual molecular concentrations are halved to 0.125 mM. Additional investigations
on stoichiometries different than 1:1 are also reported in this work. The single molecules
and their mixture were deposited onto the substrate in a N2-glovebox using three different
approaches: (1) spin-coating, (2) drop-casting, and (3) immersion in solution, as
illustrated in Figure 2-2.
Spin-coating results in relatively rapid evaporation of solvent, suppressing the
subsequent action of solvent vapor on the deposited molecular film. Abrupt increases in
solute concentration might be expected to favor spontaneous decomposition, rather than
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nucleation of the phase separation. In addition, the rapid loss of solvent might be
expected to suppress order within clusters of molecules. We investigated the results of
this mode of deposition for four different spin rates: 500, 1000, 2000, 3000 rpm, in each
case for a duration of 45 seconds. Each spin-coating process can be thought of as
consisting of two stages. In the first stage the initial outflow of solution is dominant and
the evaporation of the solvent can be neglected; consequently, the concentration of solute
in the solution does not change appreciably in this stage. Once the thickness of the
solution drops to a certain level (approximately 1/3 of its initial value) then the flow of
solution nearly ceases, and significant solvent evaporation dominates this final stage.23
During this stage, the solute concentration rapidly increases and the evaporation rate can
be estimated by the formula proposed by Bornside et al.:24
(2-1)
where

is the mass-transfer coefficient,

the coating solution and

is the initial mass fraction of the solvent in

is the solvent mass fraction in the coating solution that

would be in equilibrium with the solvent mass fraction in the vapor phase. The
expression for the mass-transfer coefficient is given by:
(2-2)
where

is a constant that depends on the Schmidt number of the overlying vapor,

the binary diffusivity of the solvent in the overlying vapor,
of the overlying vapor,
solvent at temperature ,
and

is the solution density,

is

is the kinematic viscosity

is the vapor pressure of the pure

is the solvent molecular weight,

is the ideal gas constant

is the spinning rate. Due to a lack of numerical values for many of the parameters
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needed to calculate the evaporation, we do not have estimations for the rate at which the
solvent evaporates during spin-coating, but we find visual indications that they are the
fastest of the techniques we study here.
In the drop-casting method, significant solvent vapor annealing (SVA) takes
place only if the deposition is performed in a closed or nearly-closed environment; in
such a case the solvent vapor does not escape, but instead evaporates and recondenses
continuously, remaining in intimate contact with the molecular film. In this work, dropcasting was performed instead in an open system, so that the vapors of the chloroform
solvent escaped without significant interaction with the surface. The drop-casting method
allows performing depositions at lower rates of evaporation than spin-coating, typically
very close to the “standard” rate of the solvent in ambient condition.
During molecular deposition via immersion in solution, the substrate was placed
into a cylindrical container with one open end. We found that the rate of evaporation of
the solvent was much lower in this case than for the first two methods. Slow enough
solvent evaporation should favor nucleation and growth molecular phase separation
kinetics. This method allows enhanced molecular self-ordering on the SiO2 surface.
Once the solvent has evaporated we expect some continued interaction of its vapor with
the adsorbed PCBM and tn-ZnPc phases, due to the shape of the container. In a variation
on this technique we further decreased the evaporation rate by covering the cylindrical
well with a cap containing a small aperture. We expect that this more nearly-closed
configuration should enhance SVA effects. Figure 2-2 shows a schematic representation
of the three methods of deposition described above, along with the small aperturevariation of the third method.
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Figure 2-2. Schematic representation of the three methods of deposition used in this
work. Last image shows the variation of the method of deposition by immersion, in order
to reach even lower evaporation rates.
The evaporation rates for the last two approaches were determined by measuring
the change in mass with time using a microbalance. We observed slight differences
between the evaporation rate of the solvent in presence of the organic molecules during
drop-casting deposition (reported in detailed in Chapter 6), but for simplicity in this
chapter we approximate the evaporation rate as essentially the same as that for the pure
solvent. As we discuss in Chapter 6, the evaporation of solvent during drop-casting
method shows two regimes: an initial faster stage and a final, slower stage. We will
discuss this in terms of the presence of small concentrations of insoluble impurities or
particles (which increase as the solvent evaporates) that suppresses the thermal
Marangoni effect on the free surface, by reducing the radial flow, and this slows the
evaporation rate.25 On the other hand, the evaporation rates for the two variations we
investigate on immersion (open and nearly-closed container) comprise two regimes as for
drop-casting. However in this case, given the large amount of liquid (3 mL), the
difference in rate we will attribute to the action of the vapor, which evaporates and
recondenses, not to the shape of the liquid or internal flows as for drop-casting, where the
surface-to-volume ratio is larger. In the two variations of immersion in solution employed
here, the initial regime is linear. This is due mainly to the fact that the liquid layer is
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uniformly flat, and that the aperture of the container acted as a throttle. The final regime
initiates when the volume of the remaining liquid becomes relatively small and the effect
of the shape of the container becomes negligible. During the final stage of deposition via
immersion, the substrate surface is physically above the top of the solution; continued
changes in the rate of solvent loss beyond this are likely not significant for the
organization of the molecules on the substrate. In contrast, in deposition via drop-casting,
the final regime is important in determining the self-organization of the organic
molecules on the substrate. In Figure 2-3 we report the graph of the mass change of
chloroform for the drop-casting, immersion in open cylinder and immersion in nearlyclosed cylinder.

Figure 2-3. Mass change of chloroform as a function of time, for the drop-casting,
immersion in open container, and immersion in nearly-closed container.
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For a simple comparison, we list estimations of the evaporation rate during spincoating and the initial rates for the three cases for which we have made a determination:
>> 10-2 ml/min, (0.030 ± 0.002) mL/min, (0.00347 ± 0.00001) mL/min and (0.0017 ±
0.0005) mL/min for deposition via spin-coating, drop-casting, immersion in open
cylinder and immersion in nearly-closed cylinder, respectively. In Table 2-1 are reported
the values of the evaporation rates in the initial and final regimes.
Evaporation rate
(mL/min)

Drop-casting

Open cylinder

Nearly-closed
cylinder

Initial regime

0.030 ± 0.002

0.00347 ± 0.00001

0.0017 ± 0.0005

Final regime

0.022 ± 0.006

0.02 ± 0.01

0.010 ± 0.004

Table 2-1. Values of the evaporation rates of chloroform of the initial and final regimes
for the drop-casting, immersion in open cylinder, and nearly-closed cylinder.
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Chapter 3 – Phase Separation and Crystallization
on Unpatterned Substrates
In this chapter, we present the results of experiments based upon: the various
deposition methods described in Chapter 2 on unpatterned substrates, variation of the
relative concentrations of the individual molecules within the mixtures, the effect of the
solvent vapor annealing and thermal annealing on the phase separation of the two
components. We also present results of investigations of molecular aggregation while still
in liquid solution based upon dynamic light scattering analysis. Finally, we present the
results of characterization of the adhesion forces between the two materials deposited on
silicon and the AFM probe through force curve measurements.

3.1

Deposition onto Unpatterned Si(111) Substrates
In the first major phase of this work we investigated the behavior of the molecules

when deposited from solution onto a nominally flat, native-oxide-terminated Si(111)
surface.
The single molecules and their mixture were deposited from a chloroform-based
solution according to the four methods of deposition described above. Our first results
were for a 1:1 relative molecular composition of the tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture, i.e. the
same molarity of each in solution. Below we describe the results of each method of
deposition for each solution.
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3.1.1

Deposition Method by Spin-Coating

3.1.1.1 Spin-Coating Deposition of PCBM only
Example results for PCBM molecules deposited via spin-coating are shown in the
form of height-contrast AFM images in Figure 3-1(a-d). The molecules in this case
aggregate in a uniform and quasi-continuous layer (that we will refer to as a “blanket”
phase) for the lowest rate investigated. This is seen in Figure 3-1(a), where the blanket
phase is detectable via the presence of small holes, exposing the underlying substrate.
The thickness of this blanket is (4.4 ± 0.3) nm. This blanket form of assembly gradually
breaks down as the spin rate is increased, with molecules aggregating into spherical caps,
and the holes in the blanket increasing in density; this is seen in Figure 3-1(b). The left
panel of Figure 3-2 shows that the area coverage of the PCBM domains (calculated from
AFM images as the area projected by the PCBM domains on the surface) decreases as we
increase the rate of spinning. By a spin rate of 2000 rpm, the blanket phase is no longer
obvious (Figure 3-1(c)), instead we observe spherical caps. Our XRD measurements
subsequent to spin deposition at 2000 rpm do not show detectable crystalline character of
the PCBM spherical caps; i.e. we do not observe Bragg peaks in the scattered X-ray
intensity. This might be due to either an amorphous PCBM structure or to very weak
peaks whose intensity is below the noise level of the measurement from this phase; by
contrast, below we will show evidence for crystallinity of PCBM clusters for much
slower solvent evaporation rates. The diameter of the base of the spherical caps decreases
as the spin rate increases: ~ 80 nm at 2000 rpm and ~ 60 nm at 3000 rpm. This is
qualitatively consistent with the increase of supersaturation as the evaporation rate of the
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solvent increases, and the fact that the critical radius is inversely proportional to the
supersaturation (Equation (1-1)).

3.1.1.2 Spin-Coating Deposition of tn-ZnPc only
We find that tn-ZnPc molecules assemble into rod-shaped clusters across the
range of spin rates we have investigated. Example AFM images are shown in Figure
3-1(i-l). The area coverage is relatively constant (~ 10.25 %) across this range as shown
in the left panel of Figure 3-2. As for the case of PCBM alone, the sizes of the rods
decrease as the spinning rate increases, as shown in Figure 3-3. Here the measured
“width” and “height” only are summarized; we note that in addition the length changes
considerably (from (0.29 ± 0.05) μm to (2.3 ± 0.5) μm). Once again, this qualitatively
consistent with what might be expected based on the supersaturation increasing with the
solvent evaporation rate.
A simple analysis based of the tn-ZnPc coverage suggests that most of the
molecules deposited onto the substrate are spun away with the solvent during the initial
outflow. The theoretical coverage that we would expect if all the tn-ZnPc molecules
remained is Θ = 6.035 × 1015 molecules/cm2, while the average coverage determined
from the AFM images of spin-coated tn-ZnPc is Θ = 1.123 × 1015 molecules/cm2. Thus
we find that the actual tn-ZnPc coverage is approximately a factor of 5.36 lower than the
theoretical case in which no outflow is present.
Given the low solubility of tn-ZnPc in chloroform (estimated experimentally ~
0.28 mg/mL, i.e. 0.37 mM) and the high evaporation rate of the solvent, it is reasonable
to ask if they might start to agglomerate in rods while still in liquid solution, and then
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simply precipitate onto the substrate. Below we will see evidence that most of these
molecules exist in stable agglomerates of

h

~ 100 nm, even at low concentrations, and

that at higher concentrations they aggregate into much larger clusters (microns sizes).
As a means of identifying the molecules comprising the various phases adsorbed
onto the silicon substrate, we measured adhesion forces (

) between the AFM tip and

different regions of the sample surface. We carried out force-curve measurements in the
“flat” regions between the tn-ZnPc rods, which we contrast with similar measurements
from a “bare” (i.e. native oxide-covered) Si(111) substrate. The values are different: (352
± 7) nN for bare silicon vs. (656 ± 7) nN for the flat regions between rods of tn-ZnPc,
shown in Figure 3-4. The very large adhesive force in the second case is consistent with a
substantial electrostatic dipole moment for the initial uniform “wetting” layer. The
formation of this wetting layer indicates that the interaction between substrate and tnZnPc molecules dominates the intermolecular interaction in the formation of this phase.
We believe that the formation of the wetting layer is an indication that not all the tn-ZnPc
molecules cluster into rods in liquid solution, that there is an equilibrium between a low
density dissolved phase and the rods. It is likely that the fraction that assembly into rodlike structures in solution increases with the supersaturation.

3.1.1.3 Spin-Coating Deposition of PCBM/tn-ZnPc (1:1) Mixtures
PCBM molecules when deposited onto the substrate from a mixture with tn-ZnPc
in ratio 1:1 in a chloroform-based solution do not assemble into a uniform blanket-like
phase at the lowest rate investigated (Figure 3-1(e)). We can see that the PCBM
molecules (highest areas in the AFM image), instead of wetting the surface as in Figure
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3-1(a), tend to agglomerate, leaving larger uncovered spots on the surface and growing in
height. The thickness (or height) of this phase is (10 ± 1) nm. We interpret this difference
in behavior as due to the presence of an underlying wetting layer, most likely of tn-ZnPc
molecules. A plausible explanation is that this wetting layer lowers the interface plus
surface tensions more than would the PCBM blanket-like phase. As we increase the spin
rate, the formation of small spherical caps is observable (Figure 3-1(f-h)), as was the case
for spin-coating of pure PCBM. Moreover, the left panel of Figure 3-2 shows that the
area coverage of the PCBM domains decreases significantly at low spin rates when
mixed with tn-ZnPc, consistent with PCBM agglomeration in the presence of the wetting
layer of tn-ZnPc. All these results suggest that the PCBM molecules tend to separate
from tn-ZnPc molecules and self-assemble into a separate phase.
Next we consider the effect of the spin rate on deposition of a mixture from
solution. As shown in the right plot of Figure 3-2, as the spin rate is increased, the ratio
between the area coverage of PCBM deposited from a single component solution and
from the mixed solution decreases asymptotically to 1. A plausible explanation is that the
tendency for the formation of the initial wetting layer of tn-ZnPc molecules decreases
with increasing spin rate. For example, the larger supersaturation may enhance the
tendency for tn-ZnPc molecules to aggregate from solution into rods, leaving fewer
molecules in solution to wet the substrate. We also observe a dependence of the size and
spacing of the PCBM spherical caps on spin rate: on increasing the rate from 2000 rpm to
3000 rpm, the diameters decrease from ~ 100 nm to ~ 50 nm, while the density of
spherical caps per unit area increases from ~ 69 /μm2 to ~ 254 /μm2. This is again
consistent with an increase in PCBM supersaturation with spin rate.
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In spin-coating deposition of (1:1) mixtures of PCBM/tn-ZnPc from chloroformbased solution (Figure 3-1(m-p)) the sizes of the rod-like clusters decrease as compared
with those forming from tn-ZnPc alone, as shown in Figure 3-3. This is likely due to the
halving of the concentration of the tn-ZnPc molecules in the mixture in combining the
two solutions: there being fewer tn-ZnPc molecules, the rods might be expected to be
smaller. We do not find evidence that the decrease in size is due instead to the presence
of the PCBM molecules; observations done for other evaporation rates (reported below)
prove the stability of tn-ZnPc morphology on the substrate. The halving in the area
coverage compared to that for deposition from a tn-ZnPc-alone solution to a spin rateindependent value of ~ 4.5 % is consistent with the halving of concentration of tn-ZnPc
molecules in the mixture; this can be seen in the left panel of Figure 3-2. Also, the slight
decrease in the size of the rods as the evaporation rate gets faster, as discussed above for
the previous cases, is consistent with the idea that they do not have time to coarsen
significantly before coming out of solution.
An examination of the summary plots in Figure 3-2 makes clear a marked
difference in the effect of adding a second type of molecule to the assembly of clusters of
the two types of molecules, i.e. PCBM clusters and tn-ZnPc rods.
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Figure 3-1. Height-contrast AFM images of the PCBM molecules deposited via spincoating through single component solution and from the mixture with tn-ZnPc at (a, e)
500 rpm, (b, f) 1000 rpm, (c, g) 2000 rpm and (d, h) 3000 rpm, respectively. Heightcontrast AFM images of the tn-ZnPc molecules deposited via spin-coating through single
component solution and from the mixture with PCBM at (i, m) 500 rpm, (j, n) 1000 rpm,
(k, o) 2000 rpm and (l, p) 3000 rpm, respectively.
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Figure 3-4. Adhesive forces measured on the silicon dioxide of Si(111) surfaces and on
the flat regions between rods of tn-ZnPc deposited through spin-coating.
3.1.1.4 Conclusions for Spin-Coating Deposition Results
Here we summarize the results of spin-coating deposition on unpatterned native
oxide-terminated Si(111) substrates. A general observation is that all the molecular
domains investigated decrease in size as the evaporation rate increases, i.e. as the
supersaturation rate increases. This does not give enough time to the clusters to coarsen
before coming out of solution. We find that the self-assembly of PCBM clusters is highly
affected by the presence of the tn-ZnPc, in particular at high evaporation rates, while tnZnPc seems to be very stable in presence of the other component. This suggests that at
high evaporation rates PCBM molecules follow a spinodal decomposition, while at
slower rates they assemble on the substrate via nucleation, and the form and size of the
clusters depend on the surface tension and supersaturation. The formation of the stable tnZnPc rod-like clusters is likely to occur in solution; their assembly shows no obvious
evidence for interaction with PCBM while in solution. Those tn-ZnPc molecules which
do not assemble into rods strongly interact with the substrate, forming a wetting layer.
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3.1.2

Deposition Method by Drop-Casting

3.1.2.1 Drop-Casting Deposition of PCBM only
Deposition via drop-casting allows each type of molecule present in the solution
to interact with the oxide-covered Si substrate. In our experiments the substrate surfaces
were oriented precisely horizontal to avoid the drops running off the surface, and visual
observations showed that the solvent started to evaporate from the edges, and the
evaporation front progressed inward, towards the center. In Figure 3-5 we show a
photograph of a Si(111) substrate after PCBM deposition via drop-casting, showing
macroscopic variations in contrast; we show below that this is due to differences in the
local density, shape and sizes of molecular assemblies.

Figure 3-5. Photograph of a Si(111) substrate onto which PCBM molecules have been
deposited via drop-casting.
We find that PCBM shows different growth habits, depending on the evaporation
rate of the droplet. As seen in the optical microscopy image presented in Figure 3-6(a),
PCBM molecules from a chloroform-based solution assemble on drop-casting into
spherical caps at the edges of the substrates. As solvent evaporation initiates here, we
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assume precipitation occurs first here as well. Figure 3-6(b) shows an image from the
same sample, recorded near the center, in which the spherical domains have coalesced
into a nearly continuous uniform layer. An analysis of our AFM images indicates that the
average PCBM coverage in these regions (Θ = 8.146 × 1015 molecules/cm2) is
approximately a factor of 10 higher than near the edges (Θ = 8.143 × 1014
molecules/cm2), and suggests that the coalescence is driven by a locally higher
supersaturation; we discuss a possible mechanism for this below. XRD measurements on
this phase did not show sharp reflections, suggesting that this coalesced phase of PCBM
is amorphous. At the center of this phase, we observe occasional circular voids, in the
center of which regions of taller, nearly faceted structures have seemingly nucleated; this
is illustrated in Figure 3-6(c-e). A logical conclusion is that the growth of these (likely
ordered phase) nuclei depletes the surrounding area of PCBM molecules. We find
evidence, shown below, that such nuclei are the initial stage of hexagonal crystals that
will grow further if we lower the evaporation rate further during the deposition.
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Figure 3-6. Optical images of the PCBM deposited through drop-casting onto Si(111)
surface, from the edge of the sample (a), to the intermediate region where the blanket-like
phase starts to form (b) to the center of the sample where the blanket-like phase is
predominant (c). Images (d) and (e) are the height-contrast AFM image of one circular
depletion zone appearing in the blanket-like phase and the phase-contrast AFM image of
the magnification of the crystal visible at the center, respectively.
We now consider why a higher concentration of PCBM molecules is observed at
the center of the substrate, as compared to at the edges. In the analysis of the evaporation
of a droplet, the Marangoni number is defined as the ratio between the driving force and
the viscous resistive force. It has been found that for Marangoni numbers above a critical
value the flow inside the droplet will not be the same in the entire droplet bulk, but it will
be separated into two regions by a so-called stagnation point that will appear on the free
surface of the droplet (as it is illustrated in Figure 3-7).26 The region adjacent to the
contact line will be characterized by an outward flow directed towards the edge of the
droplet, while the region far from the contact line will exhibit a convective flow in which
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the motion is outward initially, but then turns towards the center of the droplet. At the
stagnation point the surface flow will change its direction. Therefore, the particles
transported in the convection flow region will move inward and deposit at the center of
the substrate and those transported in the outward flow region will be directly deposited
at the edge of the droplet forming the commonly observed “coffee- rings”.27

Figure 3-7. Schematics of the different flows occurring inside the droplet in presence of
the stagnation point on the free surface of the droplet.27 Highly soluble molecules are
transported towards the center of the droplet, while less soluble molecules are transported
towards the center of the droplet.
The tendency of molecules to be transported in these two different flows depends
on the interaction solute/solvent. In presence of two solutes with different solubilities, in
the early stages of solvent evaporation, one solute will be supersaturated while the other
will be not. Supersaturated molecules will effectively have a repulsive interaction with
the solvent and so tend to be transported toward the edge of the droplet where the loss of
solvent is higher, whereas well subsaturated molecules that have attractive interaction
with the solvent will be transported toward the center of the droplet, as shown in the
schematics of Figure 3-8; where the darker regions denote higher concentration of
material.
Given the patterns of molecular clusters observed on the substrate for both PCBM
and tn-ZnPc, as we will see in the next sub-paragraph, it is likely that we are in the
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regime in which the stagnation point originates on the surface of the droplet, generating
different flux directions on the surface. Given the high solubility of PCBM in chloroform
(estimated experimentally ~ 25 mg/mL, i.e. 27.5 mM), a larger amount of these
molecules will likely be transported at the center of the droplet and then deposited at the
central part of the substrate (Figure 3-8(a)).

Figure 3-8. Schematic coverage maps of PCBM (a) and tn-ZnPc (b) after drop-casting
deposition. The darker regions denote higher concentration of material.
3.1.2.2 Drop-Casting Deposition of tn-ZnPc only
In Figure 3-9 we show a photograph of a silicon substrate coated with tn-ZnPc
molecules deposited via drop-casting from tn-ZnPc/chloroform solutions, showing visible
contrast due to variations in the local density of rod-shaped clusters. We find that tn-ZnPc
molecular clusters arrange in “coffee-ring” patterns that follow the contact line of the
droplet as it shrinks. The coffee rings are visible across the entire substrate, but a larger
concentration is observable at the edges of the sample rather than the center, suggesting
that the deposition occurs through an outward flow from the droplet bulk to the edges of
the droplet. This is consistent with the low solubility of tn-ZnPc in chloroform: a low
solubility involves less molecules-solvent interactions and a faster reaching of the
supersaturation. Therefore, the molecules, instead of flowing to the central region of the
droplet, as occurs for PCBM, apparently tend to come out of the solution quickly and so
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are transported towards the contact line, where the solvent evaporation rate is higher,
depositing there (Figure 3-8 (b)).

Figure 3-9. Photograph of a Si(111) substrate onto which tn-ZnPc molecules have been
deposited via drop-casting.
The characteristic rod-like clusters of tn-ZnPc are visible in the SEM image of
Figure 3-10(a)). Figure 3-10(b)) shows the optical image of a portion of a “coffee-ring”
of tn-ZnPc clusters.

Figure 3-10. SEM image (a) and optical image (b) of the tn-ZnPc deposited through dropcasting onto Si(111) surface. Image (b) shows a portion of a “coffee-ring”.
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3.1.2.3 Drop-Casting Deposition of PCBM/tn-ZnPc (1:1) Mixtures
The molecular pattern of the drop-casted (1:1) mixtures of PCBM and tn-ZnPc
molecules deposited from a chloroform-based solution is shown in the photograph of
Figure 3-11. We can see that the “coffee-ring” pattern is dominant and that the overall
color is grayish rather than bright blue (as for the pure tn-ZnPc, Figure 3-9)). The grayish
color suggests the presence of the blanket phase of PCBM (as discussed above for
deposition of PCBM alone).

Figure 3-11. Photograph of a Si(111) substrate onto which the mixture in ratio 1:1 has
been deposited via drop-casting.
The SEM image and the height-contrast AFM image (Figure 3-12(a-b)) show
evidence for an amorphous blanket-like phase uniformly enshrouding a “carpet” of tnZnPc rods. In particular, the edges of the rods in both SEM and height-contrast AFM
images are not well defined. This is most evident by the comparison between heightAFM and phase-AFM images (Figure 3-12(b-c)), which is sensitive to the elastic
modulus of the components.
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This molecular domain-coverage variation with position is consistent with the
following model of interaction occurring between solvent and solutes: tn-ZnPc reaches
supersaturations first and flows from the droplet bulk to the contact line precipitating on
the substrate first and the PCBM that supersaturates later, is transported in an opposite
convective flow depositing on top of the tn-ZnPc clusters.
An interesting observation based on our examinations of the molecular clusters is
that the PCBM blanket phase does not show the beginning of the growth of ordered
structures that we showed in Figure 3-6. The crystallization of PCBM might be prevented
by the vicinity of the tn-ZnPc molecules.

Figure 3-12. SEM images (a) and height- and phase-contrast AFM images (b, c) of dropcasted mixture of tn-ZnPc and PCBM in ratio 1:1.
3.1.2.4 Conclusions for Drop-Casting Deposition Results
From observations of the distribution across the substrate of molecular domains
resulting from drop casting deposition of single molecular solute solutions as well as
(1:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixtures, we have gained insights into the individual solute-solvent
interactions. We find that tn-ZnPc molecules, which precipitate first from solution, flow
from the droplet bulk to the edges. We also find that the PCBM molecules, which are
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more highly soluble in chloroform and thus stay in solution longer, are transported from
the top of the droplet down to the center of the substrate; this is illustrated in Figure 3-7.
We have also shown that the on drop-casting from solution in the absence of tnZnPc, PCBM domains exhibit different growth habits depending of the initial evaporation
rate of the chloroform, with indications of the beginning of a crystalline order. When
instead mixed in solution with tn-ZnPc, the dominant PCBM domain type is a blanket
phase, and the hexagonal plates suggestive of ordered structures are not observed.
Finally, tn-ZnPc clusters into rods both in the presence of and in the absence of PCBM.

3.1.3

Deposition Method by Immersion

3.1.3.1 Immersion in PCBM/chloroform Solution
We first performed deposition via immersion in solution by placing the Si
substrate in an open cylindrical container. We find that this procedure produces a solvent
evaporation rate approximately one order of magnitude slower than that for drop-casting.
This gives the PCBM and tn-ZnPc solute molecules more time to interact with the
substrate surface while still dissolved in liquid solution. Even after the bulk liquid
evaporates to a level below that of the substrate the solvent vapors remain in the contact
with the deposited film for a finite time, allowing additional adsorption. Figure 3-13(a) is
an optical micrograph showing several hexagonal clusters of PCBM molecules deposited
from PCBM/chloroform solution. Most of these clusters are single hexagons, with width
ranging from 40 – 100 μm and thickness from 250 – 700 nm; however some of them
appear to be stacked vertically. This is suggestive of the beginning of a pyramidal-type of
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growth, leading to an eventual dendritic growth front emanating from the base of each
pyramid, as illustrated in Figure 3-13(c-d).

Figure 3-13. Optical images (a-c) and SEM cross-section image (insert) of the PCBM
crystal phase observable at evaporation rate of 0.00347 mL/min (immersion in open
cylindrical container) followed by SVA, promoting the crystallization of PCBM
molecules in hexagons. SEM cross-section image (d) of the stacking of hexagons at the
surface.
Despite the indication, based upon the hexagonal plate shapes, of crystallinity, Xray diffraction (XRD) did not show Bragg peaks, probably due to a low signal associated
with crystals which are relatively thin.
Deposition at even lower solvent evaporation rates was achieved by covering the
cylindrical container with a cap containing a small aperture (diameter ~ 0.5 cm). The
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optical images in Figure 3-14(a-b) show a vertical pyramidal crystal structure grown
around a central and possibly seed hexagon that is visible on the apex of the pyramid.
This might act as nucleation site for the growth of the pyramid. The growth front at the
base of the pyramids evolves in a horizontal dendritic fashion. This behavior could be an
indication of the presence of small concentrations of impurities (of unknown
composition) on the surface, and/or in the raw materials promoting cellular growth3
(Figure 3-14(c)). Some dendrite arms exhibit perpendicular cells rather than secondary
arms, typical of the presence of a homogeneous impurity distribution between primary
dendrites arms.28 These interfaces instabilities, might be also due, in analogy with
Mullins-Sekerka instabilities, to a small spatial gradient in the supersaturation with the
presence of an impurity at these low evaporation rates.29,30

Figure 3-14. Deposition of PCBM via immersion in PCBM/chloroform solution in a
quasi-closed cylindrical container (evaporation rate of 0.0017mL/min). Pyramidal growth
of PCBM molecules activated by the initial single hexagon that acts as nucleation site (a,
b). Dendritic and cellular growth at the base of the pyramid (c).
Unlike results for PCBM domains resulting from both spin-coating and dropcasting, EDS analysis performed on PCBM hexagons show the presence of Cl atoms,
confirming the contribution of SVA to the formation of the hexagonal domains (Figure
3-15).
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Figure 3-15. EDS spectrum measured at hexagons of PCBM formed on silicon substrate
via immersion in PCBM/chloroform solutions.
3.1.3.2 Immersion in tn-ZnPc/chloroform Solution
Deposition of tn-ZnPc molecules via immersion of the substrate into tnZnPc/chloroform solutions in either an open container (Figure 3-16(a)) or nearly-closed
container (Figure 3-16(b)) produces the same characteristic rod-like clusters for as did
the other types of deposition. Small quantities of chlorine atoms were detected on the
rods by EDS (Figure 3-17), indicating that the solvent molecules do adsorb onto the
molecular cluster surface, but the indication is of little or no role of SVA in controlling
the rod-cluster shapes: Cl atoms were not detected on tn-ZnPc rods formed by spincoating and drop-casting. Overall, our results indicate that over a very wide range of
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values the solvent evaporation rate does not affect the morphology of the tn-ZnPc rodclusters. The area-density covered by rods is higher for this method as we can see from a
comparison between the spin-coated (Figure 3-1(i-l)), drop-casted (Figure 3-10(a)) and
deposited via immersion (Figure 3-16(a-b)) tn-ZnPc molecules, but this is consistent with
the much larger amount of solution used in these two last deposition methods.
While the rod shapes suggest that the clusters might be crystalline, again XRD
measurements showed no obvious Bragg reflections.

Figure 3-16. SEM images of tn-ZnPc rod-like clusters deposited from single component
solution through vertical substrate orientation immersion in solution at 0.00347 mL/min
(open container) (a) and 0.0017 mL/min (nearly-closed container) (b).
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Figure 3-17. EDS spectrum measured at an agglomeration of tn-ZnPc rods on silicon
substrate during immersion in tn-ZnPc/chloroform solutions.
3.1.3.2.1

Effect of Substrate Orientation

During deposition of tn-ZnPc via immersion, we noticed that placing the substrate
horizontally at the bottom of the container led to very non uniform films, whereas the
walls of the container were uniformly covered in a highly packed “ring” fashion. Based
upon this, we hypothesize that tn-ZnPc molecules are transported at the edges of the
liquid-vapor-solid phase as an effect of their very low solubility in chloroform.
Seemingly, the interaction forces between solvent and organic molecules are very weak,
and the molecules deposit on the first surface that they encounter. Based upon these
observations, subsequent depositions of the tn-ZnPc via immersion were performed by
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placing the substrate vertically into the container. Similar considerations do not seem to
apply to the PCBM molecules. On the contrary, these apparently have a stronger
tendency to stay in solution. Therefore, the deposition of PCBM molecules via immersion
in solution was performed by placing the substrates horizontally into the cylindrical
wells.

3.1.3.3 Immersion in (1:1) PCBM/tn-ZnPc Mixed Solution
Given the dependence on orientation of the substrate during deposition of the tnZnPc, the deposition of (1:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixtures through immersion in solution was
performed using both vertical and horizontal orientations of the substrate in the
cylindrical cell. The motivation was to determine whether the substrate orientation played
a role in the mutual interactions between different molecules.
Deposition through immersion with the vertical sample orientation, and at an
evaporation rate of 0.00347 mL/min produces plate-shaped clusters (presumably PCBM
domains) that do not exhibit a clear hexagonal shape along with rod-shaped clusters
(presumably tn-ZnPc) as illustrated in Figure 3-18(a). During vertical-substrate
orientation immersion deposition, a “carpet” of rods resulted; their density was not
uniform, but rather they clustered in horizontal bands of width ~ 286 μm, separated by
areas with low density of rods. This can be seen in Figure 3-18(b) and Figure 3-19. We
observed different growth habits for PCBM clusters depending on the density of nearby
rods. In areas with a high density of tn-ZnPc rods, the formation of hexagons of PCBM
molecules is seemingly prevented. Where PCBM assembles the domains follow a
dendritic growth front, as seen in Figure 3-18(d). In areas where the concentration of rods
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is lower the plates are still not hexagonal, we instead observe a stacking of quasihexagonal plates that seem to show an initial dendritic frontal growth characterized by
larger arms (Figure 3-18(c)). The presence of the chlorine atoms is detectable from EDS
measurements on agglomerations of tn-ZnPc rods (as shown in Figure 3-20) and on
PCBM dendrites (Figure 3-21) and plates (Figure 3-22). The presence of the tn-ZnPc
seemingly impedes the transformation of the PCBM blanket-phase into hexagonal plates;
a plausible explanation is that not all tn-ZnPc molecules aggregate into rods or wetting
layer, and that some diluted tn-ZnPc molecules might float in chloroform, decorating
either the PCBM domain surface or PCBM/substrate interface. We do detect a small
amount of Zn signal in EDS measurements at PCBM dendrites and plates (Figure 3-21
and Figure 3-22); however this could also be due to the underlying tn-ZnPc rod-“carpet”.

Figure 3-18. SEM images of the structures resulting from deposition of a (1:1) tnZnPc/PCBM mixture via immersion with vertical substrate orientation in open container
(0.00347 mL/min). Plates do not show a clear hexagonal shape (a). Areas with low and
high density of rods (b). Stacking of plates in low rods density areas (c), and dendritic
growth in high rods density areas (d).
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Figure 3-19. Optical image of the structures resulting from deposition of a (1:1) tnZnPc/PCBM mixture deposited via immersion with vertical substrate orientation in open
container (0.00347 mL/min). The horizontal strips of agglomeration of rods are observed.

Figure 3-20. EDS spectrum measured at an agglomeration of tn-ZnPc rods on the silicon
substrate during immersion in a (1:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture solution.
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Figure 3-21. EDS spectrum measured at PCBM dendrites formed on a silicon substrate
during immersion in a (1:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture solution.
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Figure 3-22. EDS spectrum measured at quasi-hexagonal plates of PCBM formed on a
silicon substrate during immersion in a (1:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture solution.
After lowering the evaporation rate even further, to 0.0017 mL/min, evidence for
dendritic and plate-like growth is still observable, again without formation of hexagonal
plates of PCBM (Figure 3-23(a-b). Again we see strips with low and high density of tnZnPc rods (similar to Figure 3-19). We observed the same correlation between the growth
habits of PCBM and the density of rods on the substrate. Areas with high concentration
of rods show a dendritic growth of the PCBM domains: Figure 3-23(a) shows some
indication of an evolution of the structure. Areas with low concentration of rods show a
stacking of plates with a dendritic growth front but with very few secondary arms (Figure
3-23(b)). A comparison between Figure 3-18 and Figure 3-23 (mixed solution deposited
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with a vertical substrate orientation via immersion at 0.00347 mL/min and 0.0017
mL/min, respectively), shows that the evolution of the dendritic phase and stacking-plates
phase is suppressed by the higher solvent evaporation rate (0.00347 mL/min), but
promoted at lower solvent evaporation rate. This is evidently a supersaturation effect; we
speculate that in analogy with the Mullins-Sekerka instability that unstable growth might
be favored by a small spatial gradient in the supersaturation for low evaporation rates,
and the presence of some impurity at the PCBM domain growth front.

Figure 3-23. Optical images of the structures resulting from deposition of a (1:1) tnZnPc/PCBM mixture deposited via immersion with a vertical substrate orientation at the
rate of 0.0017 mL/min of (a) an area with high density of tn-ZnPc rods and (b) an area
with low density of rods.
In order to further probe what is the cause of the evolution of this dendritic
growth we performed the deposition of PCBM in chloroform without tn-ZnPc, immersing
the substrate into the solution in a vertical orientation. In this case, we observe that
hexagonal plate form (Figure 3-24(a)). The formation of hexagons occurs independent of
the orientation of the substrate, suggesting that the absence of hexagons of PCBM in the
mixed film is seemingly due to the interaction with the tn-ZnPc molecules. We again
observe the same growth habit of dendrites (Figure 3-24(b)), as we had seen in the case
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of the mixture. If the dendrites are an indication of cellular growth as speculated above,
these results suggest that the impurity is not tn-ZnPc, however when the PCBM is mixed
with the tn-ZnPc, the concentration of this unknown impurity might be different
depending on the concentration of rods. Therefore, the tn-ZnPc clusters might exert an
indirect influence on the growth habit of the PCBM domains.

Figure 3-24. Optical microscopy images of the structures resulting from deposition of
PCBM via immersion, with a vertical substrate orientation at the rate of 0.0017 mL/min
showing (a) stacking of hexagons and (b) dendrites.
Finally, we compare the morphologies of clusters of PCBM deposited from the
mixture with that from single species solution for a horizontal substrate orientation. We
performed the deposition at a very low rate of solvent evaporation (0.0017 mL/min) by
placing the substrate horizontally at the bottom of the container covered with a plate with
a small aperture. Most of the tn-ZnPc molecules deposit on the walls of the container. As
a result there are areas on the substrate with very low density of rods and areas with kind
of irregular “coffee-rings” of high concentration of rods (Figure 3-25). Optical images of
the resulting structures are shown in Figure 3-26(a-b).
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Figure 3-25. Optical image of the structures resulting from deposition of a (1:1) tnZnPc/PCBM mixture deposited via immersion with horizontal substrate orientation in
nearly-closed container (0.0017 mL/min). Portion of an irregular “coffee-ring”.
In contrast to what we observed for immersion deposition with a vertical substrate
orientation, for a horizontal substrate orientation in regions with low density of rods the
dendritic growth of PCBM is observable (Figure 3-26(a)), without obvious seed
hexagonal plates, while stacking of plates is observable in regions with high density of
rods (Figure 3-26(b)). Although we do not have a detailed understanding of this
phenomenon, this opposite correlation between tn-ZnPc rod density and growth habits of
PCBM molecules is likely due to the convection currents that generate inside the solution
during deposition. These currents might move the diluted tn-ZnPc molecules inside
chloroform in specific directions; therefore the interaction between PCBM domains and
diluted tn-ZnPc molecules might be different depending on the substrate orientation.
Finally we note that the dendrite arms are much smaller in size than for the case
of deposition from PCBM alone in chloroform (Figure 3-14(c)). This indicates that the
presence of either the tn-ZnPc molecules in solution, or the influence of the tn-ZnPc on
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the concentration of some trace impurity decreases the length scale of the PCBM domain
formation.

Figure 3-26. Optical images of the structures resulting from deposition of a (1:1) tnZnPc/PCBM mixture deposited via immersion with horizontal substrate orientation at the
rate of 0.0017 mL/min. Areas with low density of rods show dendritic growth (a), and
areas with high density of rods show stacking of plates (b).
3.1.3.4 Conclusions for Deposition via Immersion Results
We now summarize the results obtained by deposition via immersion in an open
and nearly-closed container.
PCBM deposition alone produces seemingly crystalline domains, as evidenced by
the formation of hexagons on the substrate. We find evidence for growth in pyramidal
shapes if we lower the rate of evaporation, suggesting that the phase formation of PCBM
occurs through nucleation and growth. But, we also find that very low solvent
evaporation rates can result in apparent instabilities, i.e. formation of dendritic frontal
growth at the base of the pyramids.
The tn-ZnPc molecules again form rod-like clusters, suggesting that at high
supersaturations it already decomposed and aggregate in solution. Our observation that
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the SVA does not have any visible effect on the rod clusters morphology is indication of
high intermolecular forces between tn-ZnPc molecules.
When mixed together in ratio 1:1, the tn-ZnPc cluster shape does not change but
the PCBM phase transformation is highly affected by the interaction with the tn-ZnPc. In
effect, the formation of hexagonal PCBM clusters is suppressed despite of the action of
the SVA. This might indicate that not all tn-ZnPc molecules form the condensed phases
of rods and wetting layer, but some of diluted tn-ZnPc molecules might deposit on
PCBM domains, changing its kinetics of phase transformation. Again in this case, at the
lowest evaporation rate investigated, we find evidence for interface instabilities
suggesting cellular growth, and thus impurity effects on PCBM cluster evolution.
We also observed a correlation between growth habits of PCBM and density of
tn-ZnPc rods, and surprisingly find that this correlation depends itself on the orientation
of the substrate during deposition.
Finally, we find evidence that under conditions of unstable growth the PCBM
domains sizes decrease when interact with the tn-ZnPc.

3.2

Effect of Temperature-Annealing on Spin-Coated Samples
It has previously been demonstrated that thermal annealing induces the formation

of phase-separated domains of pure donor and acceptor materials.15 In this section, we
investigated whether it is possible to initiate temperature-driven diffusion of tn-ZnPc and
PCBM molecules deposited from single component solutions and from the mixture
solution on Si(111) substrates via thermal annealing.
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After chemical cleaning (RCA cleaning)22 silicon substrates were covered with
single-solute molecular solutions or with the (1:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture solution via
spin-coating at 2000 rpm for 45 seconds. Subsequently the substrates were heated on a
hot-plate at a series of temperatures: 100 °C, 150 °C, 170 °C, and 200 °C for 30 minutes
each. For the chemically similar ZnPc molecule (without functional nitro groups) thin
films thermally evaporated on glass substrates at room temperature, it has been reported
that ZnPc crystals undergo a phase transformation from tetragonal ( ) to monoclinic ( )
when the substrate was heated in the range 150 – 200 °C.31 Additionally, differential
scanning calorimetry studies reported on ZnPc flash-evaporated films on glass substrates
undergo an

to

phase transition at the substrate temperature of 265 °C.32 Therefore we

further heated substrates on which tn-ZnPc had been deposited to 250 °C, 265 °C, and
285 °C for 30 minutes each. On the substrates was etched a “landmark” so that to
facilitate the analysis of the same area. AFM images of the three samples were taken at
room temperature and after each heating cycle.
To monitor possible changes in molecular clusters morphology with temperature,
we measured the length, width, radius of gyration and volume of the tn-ZnPc rods, for the
tn-ZnPc-alone films and for the films deposited from a (1:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture
solution. We measured the diameter and height of the PCBM clusters for the PCBMalone films and for films deposited from a (1:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture solution.
The dimensions of tn-ZnPc rods in the pure tn-ZnPc sample and in the mixture
with the PCBM remained relatively constant over the entire thermal annealing process. In
Figure 3-27 we show evidence for the stability of the radius of gyration with temperature
of single component films (left panel) and films deposited from a (1:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM
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mixture solution (right panel). We find no evidence for changes in the shape of the tnZnPc rods, both alone and in the mixture during annealing. The lack of coarsening
indicates little or no temperature driven diffusion at these temperatures, perhaps because
the internal molecular forces are very strong and stable.

Figure 3-27. Radius of gyration of tn-ZnPc rods, in the single component sample (left)
and in the mixture in ratio 1:1 with the PCBM (right).
The overall constant size of the tn-ZnPc aggregates around 265 °C suggests that,
unlike ZnPc, the material does not undergo a phase transition. However, it is possible that
an isochoric transition is occurring in this temperature range. Therefore, other tests, like
force-curve analysis of the modulus or differential scanning calorimetry, should be
performed to further investigate this issue.
When PCBM-alone solution is deposited through spin-coating onto the Si
substrate, the molecules self-assemble in spherical cap clusters in close vicinity with one
another, as we have seen above. In Figure 3-28 are shown the base diameter and the
height of spherical cap clusters deposited from single component-PCBM solution. We
note that there is an inverse relationship between the evolution with annealing
temperature of the base diameter and the height: an overall increasing trend in the
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diameters (slope = (0.06 ± 0.02) nm/°C) and decreasing trend in the height (slope = (-5 ×
10-4 ± 3 × 10-4) nm/°C). This indicates that PCBM molecules diffuse across clusters at
these temperatures, spreading out into a more uniform layer: the wetting angle decreases.

Figure 3-28. Diameter (left) and height (right) of the PCBM spherical caps in the pure
PCBM samples at different temperatures.
In contrast, for films on which PCBM molecules are deposited from a mixed
solution with tn-ZnPc, we find the opposite behavior: a decreasing trend in the diameter
(slope = (-0.07 ± 0.02) nm/°C) and an increasing trend in the height (slope = (0.006 ±
0.002) nm/°C) (Figure 3-29). This behavior is due to the presence of the wetting layer of
tn-ZnPc underneath the PCBM spherical caps that might decrease the surface energy,
making energetically less favorable for the PCBM molecules to wet. The annealing
process provides the energy necessary for the PCBM molecules to diffuse vertically and
reduce their interface contact area with the tn-ZnPc layer.
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Figure 3-29. Diameter (left) and height (right) of the PCBM spherical caps in the mixture
samples at different temperatures.
In conclusion, we investigated whether it was possible to initiate temperaturedriven molecular diffusion of spin-coated PCBM, tn-ZnPc, and PCBM/tn-ZnPc mixed
films, in order to direct the morphology of the phase separation in the two single
molecular domains when mixed, by annealing the samples up to 200 °C for the PCBM
sample and up to 285 °C for the tn-ZnPc and the mixture samples. The morphology of tnZnPc domains remained very stable in both the pure tn-ZnPc and mixture films across the
entire annealing temperature range explored. Evidently tn-ZnPc clusters remain
unaffected by interactions with PCBM molecules or with the SiO2-terminated substrate.
Unlike ZnPc, it does not seem to exhibit a phase transition near 265 °C. In contrast,
PCBM molecules diffuse resulting in small but measurable changes in the spherical cap
clusters morphology when heated. In particular, for the pure PCBM films the clusters
tend to spread more uniformly on the Si substrate; in contrast, for mixed (1:1) tnZnPc/PCBM films, the spherical cap clusters tend to decrease the interface area with the
substrate as molecules diffuse vertically, increasing the height. This latter observation
further supports our determination of the presence of an underlying wetting layer of tn58

ZnPc molecules on the mixed-film samples, which causes the PCBM spherical particles
to dewet the surface. Such an effect would be useful in promoting a vertical phase
separation if the condensed phases of the donor molecules were mobile as well.

3.3

Stoichiometries (1:2) and (2:1) of tn-ZnPc/PCBM Mixtures
In addition to the 1:1 ratio mixture, we investigated the effect of mixture

stoichiometry. One motivation for this, as discussed in Chapter 1, was to explore the
possible effect of the range of supersaturation for which phase separation is via
nucleation. We analyzed the results of deposition of other mixtures, with tn-ZnPc/PCBM
ratios of 1:2 and 2:1, performing depositions via drop-casting and immersion because
they favor the crystallization of the PCBM.

3.3.1

(1:2) tn-ZnPc/PCBM Mixtures
In this part of the project we analyzed the structures which form from solutions

based upon a (1:2) tn-ZnPc/PCBM ratio mixture deposited via drop-casting, and
immersion in solution with both vertical and horizontal orientation of the substrate in the
container.

3.3.1.1 Drop-casting of (1:2) tn-ZnPc/PCBM Mixture Solutions
Given more PCBM, we expect that the blanket phase be dominant. In Figure 3-30,
we see the optical images of the central part of the samples, where the coffee rings are
visible, and the AFM images measured at the sample center (a), between two adjacent
rings (b) and on a ring (c). The blanket phase at the center, where the initial evaporation
of the solvent is slower, is visible via the presence of small holes of width (111 ± 2) nm
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and depth (11 ± 1) nm. The coalescence of the blanket phase which leaves behind
isolated holes is slow at the sample center compared to at the edges of the sample where
the evaporation is faster.
Between two adjacent rings (Figure 3-30(b)), the overall molecular coverage is
smaller compared to that at the rings. Here there are no holes, but we observe evidence
for the blanket phase from the diffuse edges of the tn-ZnPc rods.
At the rings there is a larger overall molecular coverage (Figure 3-30(c)), and we
note that the holes in the blanket appear deeper ((74 ± 6) nm) than at the center. This
seems to be a local, “coffee-ring” effect. For the (1:2) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture solutions
we find a higher concentration of rings closer to the center of the sample, and thus the
coarse-grained concentration of PCBM, like that for the (1:1) mixture is higher near the
sample center. We also note the presence of small particles inside the holes, visible in the
phase-contrast AFM image in the inset of Figure 3-30(c). These may again be an
indication of an impurity whose concentration is correlated with the presence of the tnZnPc rods, and which keeps the blanket phase from wetting the substrate.
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Figure 3-30. Results of drop-casting of a solution of a (1:2) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture.
Optical image of the sample (above). The inset in (a) is an AFM topography map (height
scale 20 nm). The inset in (c) is an AFM phase map (data scale 20°).
The process of separation of the blanket phase of PCBM into small spherical cap
clusters is observable via the presence of small, nearly circular protrusions on top of the
rods and on the substrate; this is observable in the phase-contrast AFM images in Figure
3-31. Here as well, we see small particles on the substrate, which may again be clusters
of PCBM that did not coalesce in the blanket phase.
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Figure 3-31. Phase-contrast AFM images of a section where the blanket phase of PCBM
starts to breaks down into spherical cap clusters.
In order to estimate the thickness of this blanket phase on top of the rods, based
upon the difference in appearance, we hypothesize that the phase-contrast AFM images
show the shape of the underlying, relatively stiff tn-ZnPc rod clusters, and that the heightcontrast AFM images show the shape of the rods including the thickness of the blanket
phase. Based on this hypothesis we calculated the aspect ratio between length and width
measured in the phase-contrast and in the height-contrast AFM images. We call a and b
the length and width of the rod in the phase-AFM image and (
length and width of the rod in the height-AFM image, where
blanket phase. We obtained

) and (

), the

is the thickness of the

from the following ratio:

(3-1)

The result is (88 ± 9) nm, which is in rough agreement with the thickness of the
blanket phase measured through the depth of the holes on the rings ((74 ± 6) nm).
We note that the rings have an apparent impurity or “pinning object” (right optical
image in Figure 3-30) that seemingly creates higher agglomeration in its vicinity. As
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discussed earlier, the drying of the droplet initiates from the edges of the sample, and
propagates toward its center. Based on the shape of the rings we propose that this pinning
object is likely to have deposited early during solvent evaporation, subsequently pinning
the contact line for a long period of time, and creating a large agglomeration of molecules
along the contact line. Similar behavior was described in a report by Deegan in 2000.33 In
Figure 3-32 we show SEM images of this object from the top view and by tilting the
SEM stage at 40°. As we can see, this pinning object is a highly packed aggregate of tnZnPc rods that evidently formed in solution and settled on the substrate surface, locally
pinning the solution/substrate contact line as the solvent evaporates.

Figure 3-32. SEM images of a "pinning object" formed via drop-casting of a (1:2) tnZnPc/PCBM mixture solution, shown in top view (left) and with the SEM stage tilted at
40° (right). The images at the bottom are magnifications of the images above.
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In conclusion, we find that the overall trend of molecular domains formation on
the substrate for drop-casting a solution of a (1:2) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture is similar to
that for a solution of a (1:1) mixture, but in this case we observe evidence for more
extensive interaction between the two materials: the PCBM forms a blanket phase that
breaks down into small spherical cap clusters where the initial evaporation is faster (at the
edges of the droplet where the loss of solvent is faster). At the very center of the sample
the blanket shows holes that are less deep than those formed where there is high density
of molecules, i.e. at the rings. We again see no evidence of crystallinity of the PCBM
domains, as discussed earlier (Section 3.1.2). We surmise that, even for this more PCBMconcentrated mixture, the tn-ZnPc suppresses PCBM crystallization at this solvent
evaporation rate.

3.3.1.2 Immersion in (1:2) tn-ZnPc/PCBM Mixture Solutions
In this part of the study we performed the deposition via immersion in a solution
of a (1:2) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture, placing the substrate in both vertical and horizontal
orientations in the container. In this case, we performed only the deposition method that
created the slowest solvent evaporation rate (i.e. nearly-closed container).
Results for the vertical orientation of the substrate are reported in Figure 3-33.
Here the tn-ZnPc rods deposit in horizontal bands, i.e. there are areas with low rod
density, and areas with high density of rods. Unlike the case for immersion in a 1:1 ratio
mixture solution, hexagonal clusters of PCBM form, suggesting crystallinity. We find
that the clusters are slightly more regular in areas with low density of rods (Figure
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3-33(a)), whereas, they show an onset of dendrites formation, suggesting cellular growth
in areas with higher density of tn-ZnPc rods (Figure 3-33(b)).

Figure 3-33. Optical images of structures which form during deposition via immersion in
a solution of a (1:2) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture; deposition was in a nearly-closed container,
with a vertical orientation of the substrate. (a) Image recorded in an area with low density
of tn-ZnPc rods; (b) image recorded in an area with high density of rods.
Immersion into a solution of (1:2) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture with the substrate
orientated horizontally again produces bands of high density of rods; however the bands
are not linear, but dendritic. The formation of hexagonal clusters is again observed, but
the density of rods does not seem to affect the regularity of the PCBM domains in this
case. Highly regular hexagonal clusters are visible in both areas of low and high density
of rods (Figure 3-34) and no obvious indication of cellular growth is observed, although
there was some plate stacking where the rod density was higher; this seemingly is related
to the higher local density of PCBM molecules deposited here. Evidently, the horizontal
orientation of the substrate during deposition via immersion of the (1:2) tn-ZnPc/PCBM
mixture favors the stability of the crystalline growth of PCBM domains, even in presence
of the tn-ZnPc.
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Figure 3-34. Optical images of structures which form during deposition via immersion in
a solution of a (1:2) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture; deposition was in a nearly-closed container,
with a horizontal orientation of the substrate. (a) Image recorded in an area with low
density of tn-ZnPc rods; (b) image recorded in an area with high density of rods.
3.3.2

(2:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM Mixtures
In this section we report results for deposition from solutions of (2:1) tn-

ZnPc/PCBM mixtures. As in the previous section, deposition was via drop-casting, as
well as immersion into solution with vertical and horizontal orientations of the substrate.

3.3.2.1 Drop-casting of (2:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM Mixture Solutions
Optical images of the structures resulting from the drop-casting of the solutions of
(2:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixtures do not show coffee-rings at the center of the samples (first
image in Figure 3-35). Rings do form toward the sample edges however. We find that
they are not circular as they were in the case of drop-casting from solutions of (1:2) tnZnPc/PCBM mixtures (second image in Figure 3-35). However, they do exhibit similar
pinning objects, along with an agglomeration of molecules. The last two panels in Figure
3-35 show the vicinity of a pinning object in which there are two adjacent arcs with a
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selective order: based upon the color, the arc closer to the pinning object is apparently tnZnPc-rich (bluish) and the outer one is apparently PCBM-rich (brownish).

Figure 3-35. Optical images of structures which form during deposition via drop casting
of a solution of a (2:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture.
The pinning objects, as the previous case, are highly packed agglomerations of
rods, presumably forming in solution and settling on the substrate. They pin the contact
line that the droplet makes with the substrate during solvent evaporation for a time long
enough to let other molecules concentrate in its vicinity. Our observation that other tnZnPc rod clusters concentrate close to the pinning object, and that PCBM clusters
concentrate next to them could be explained in the following way: because of the larger
density of tn-ZnPc rods with respect to the PCBM in the mixture, the rods deposit before
the PCBM but subsequent to the heavier pinning objects; thus, the single rods form the
arc because the front is pinned during their deposition while the PCBM deposits later,
and is seemingly repelled by the rods. This in turn suggests that the phase separation
takes place just above the substrate.
In Figure 3-36, we show a SEM image of a pinning object resulting from dropcasting deposition from a solution of a (2:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture, taken with the stage
tilted at 40°. We can see that it is similar to that for the (1:2) mixture: it is an
agglomeration of rods. The right panel of Figure 3-36 shows the contact line of this
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object with the silicon substrates and suggests that it was formed in solution and settled
on the substrate.

Figure 3-36. SEM images of the "pinning object" resulting from drop-casting deposition
from a solution of a (2:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture taken with the SEM stage tilted at 40°.
The image at the right is magnifications of the contact area.
In Figure 3-37(a) we show the AFM topography maps recorded at the center of
the sample. The PCBM blanket is no longer apparent; instead there are small clusters
around the tn-ZnPc rods. However, some indication of a small region of blanket phase is
observed in the phase-AFM image in Figure 3-37(b). We speculate that, initially the
blanket formed, but because of the small amount of PCBM, it dewets quickly. Figure
3-37(c-d) shows the AFM topography images acquired within a PCBM-rich arc and a tnZnPc-rich arc, respectively. We find that the edges of the rods in Figure 3-37(c) are not as
well defined as those in Figure 3-37(d). This suggests that within the PCBM-rich arcs the
rods are partially covered with PCBM-blanket phase, while within the tn-ZnPc-rich arcs
the tn-ZnPc rods are completely phase separated from the PCBM. The small regions of
blanket phase observable in Figure 3-37(b) are (10 ± 2) nm thick, much smaller than the
blanket thickness observed for deposition via drop-casting of a solution of (1:2) tn68

ZnPc/PCBM mixtures (~ 74 nm). This is seemingly due to a strong tendency for the
PCBM to agglomerate into spherical cap clusters.

Figure 3-37. AFM topography images of structures resulting from drop casting deposition
from a solution of a (2:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture measured (a) near the center of the
sample, (c) within in a PCBM-rich arc, and (d) within a tn-ZnPc-rich arc. Panel (b) shows
a phase-AFM image of a magnificated region of panel (a), as indicated by the square.
3.3.2.2 Immersion in (2:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM Mixture Solutions
In this part of our study we deposited via immersion in a (2:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM
mixture solution in the nearly-closed container, for both vertical and horizontal
orientations of the substrate. We find that, not only are hexagonal clusters of PCBM
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formed, as was the case for the (1:2) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture, but also the regularity of
the hexagonal domains, and thus most likely the degree of crystallinity is higher; this
despite of the larger admixture of tn-ZnPc.
Figure 3-38 shows the optical images of the hexagonal domains of PCBM
recorded in an area with a low density of tn-ZnPc rods (panel a) and in an area with a
high density of rods (panel b). Surprisingly, we note that formation of highly regular
hexagonal domains of PCBM is favored on areas with high density of the phthalocyanine
component, while the hexagons are far less regular on areas with a smaller coverage of
tn-ZnPc rods. Also, we note that certain PCBM domains show an elongation along two
parallel sides (Figure 3-38(b)).

Figure 3-38. Optical images of structures which form during deposition via immersion in
a solution of a (2:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture; deposition was in a nearly-closed container,
with a vertical orientation of the substrate. (a) Image recorded in an area with low density
of rods; (b) image recorded in an area with high density of rods.
Results from the deposition on the substrate immersed horizontally in the (2:1) tnZnPc/PCBM mixture solution are shown in Figure 3-39. Once again, we observe a
correlation between growth habits of PCBM and density of rods on the substrate, which
also depends on the orientation of the substrate during deposition. In particular, we find
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the opposite correlation between PCBM domains shape and tn-ZnPc rods coverage
compared to that for vertical substrate orientation: on areas with low density of tn-ZnPc
rods, the hexagonal domains are highly regular, while on areas with high density of
phthalocyanines, the degree of hexagonal domains regularity is slightly lower. In this
case, we do not observe examples of “elongated hexagonal” domains of PCBM.
For neither substrate orientations is obvious dendritic growth. Therefore, we
conclude that by increasing the amount of phthalocyanine molecules, we can increase the
degree of crystallization of the fullerene derivative.

Figure 3-39. Optical images of structures which form during deposition via immersion in
a solution of a (2:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture; deposition was in a nearly-closed container,
with a horizontal orientation of the substrate. (a) Image recorded in an area with low
density of rods; (b) image recorded in an area with high density of rods
3.3.3

Conclusions for the Results of Stoichiometries (1:2) and (2:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM

Mixtures
In conclusion, we demonstrated that deposition from solutions with tnZnPc/PCBM mixtures different that (1:1) favor the formation of hexagonal domains,
presumably crystalline, of the PCBM, while deposition from solutions with (1:1) tnZnPc/PCBM mixtures suppresses it. This suggests that the ratio 1:1 produces spinodal
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decomposition of PCBM, while changing the relative amount of individual molecules
favors the nucleation of PCBM.
In particular, we have seen that by increasing the amount of tn-ZnPc, we
seemingly obtain an even higher degree of crystallization of the PCBM. This can be
explained with the fact that phthalocyanine molecules have a strong tendency to bond to
each other. Therefore, a large amount of tn-ZnPc molecules will provide stronger
interactions, leaving less single molecules in solution. As consequence, PCBM molecules
will encounter an environment more “tn-ZnPc-free”, so that their crystallization is not
suppressed.
We also confirmed that the orientation of the substrate during the deposition of
the mixture via immersion is crucial, and allows for different growth habits of the PCBM
in correlation with the local density of tn-ZnPc rods.
Finally, the arrangements of molecular domains formed on the substrate by dropcasting different admixtures of the two components confirms the Marangoni model
discussed above for the (1:1) admixture: (1) tn-ZnPc molecules/clusters seemingly flow
toward the edges of the droplet where they deposit and pin the contact line, resulting in a
stick-slip motion as additional solvent evaporation generates a large enough pressure to
overcome this – the result is formation of irregular lines, and (2) PCBM molecules flow
toward the center making concentric coffee-rings with the tn-ZnPc near the center of the
sample.
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3.4

Dynamic Light Scattering Analysis
In order to investigate clustering of the tn-ZnPc and PCBM molecules in solution

as the solvent evaporates, we performed Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) measurements
at different concentrations. We analyzed the single component solutions and the mixture
of both at 1:1 ratio. The concentrations analyzed for each case were 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1
mM (only for PCBM, we analyzed also 2.5 mM). The measurements have been
performed at the Light Scattering Center at the Institute for Physical Science and
Technology (University of Maryland) using the multi-angle dynamic light scattering
spectrometer (Photocor Instruments). The light source employed was He-Ne laser
(wavelength 633 nm) and the light scattering was observed at a scattering angle of 90°.
The main property obtained with DLS is the time-dependent autocorrelation
function

of the light-scattering-intensity fluctuations, which can be expressed by:34
exp

where

(3-2)

is the baseline of the correlation function which is proportional to the total light-

scattering intensity,

is the “delay” time that defines the time-scale of the measured

correlation function,

is the decay time, i.e. the characteristic time of diffusion at a

given length scale, and

is a coefficient that depends on the amount of stray light and on

the light-collecting aperture.
The diffusion coefficient D of the particles is directly related to the decay time
by the following relationship:
(3-3)
where

is the wavenumber of the scattered light, defined as:
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(3-4)
where
and

is the refractive index of the solvent,

is the wavelength of the incident light,

is the scattering angle.
Given the diffusion coefficient, it is possible to obtain information about the size

of the particles diffusing in Brownian motion in a solution via the Stokes–Einstein
equation:35
(3-5)
h

where

is Boltzmann’s constant,

the solvent, and

h

is the temperature, and

is the shear viscosity of

is the “hydrodynamic radius” of the particles, which is defined as the

radius of a hard sphere diffusing at the same rate as the particle under observation.
The Stokes–Einstein equation is valid for non-interacting particles (Brownian
motion). When particles start to interact by developing clusters larger than 10 μm, they
no longer diffuse as free particles, but gravity becomes important, and this decreases
diffusion and velocity of the clusters. Therefore, when such a large particle crosses the
laser beam, the crossing-time detected by the correlator is very large. The illicit
application of the Stokes-Einstein equation causes the reported size to be erroneously
large. While the reported sizes do not reflect the “real” cluster sizes, this equation is still
applicable in order to verify the aggregation of particles.
The PCBM/chloroform solutions at all concentrations tested do not show
evidence of agglomeration. For simplicity, in Figure 3-40, we reported only the result
obtained for the largest concentration 2.5 mM. This plot shows that there is no detectable
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correlation in the fluctuations of the intensity of scattered light as function of time. This
indicates that there are not large agglomerations of molecules in this solution.

Figure 3-40. Absence of the detectable autocorrelation function of PCBM/chloroform
solution at 2.5 mM
The tn-ZnPc/chloroform solutions show an interesting behavior. Figure 3-41
reports the autocorrelation functions and the submicron particle size referred to the tnZnPc solutions at different concentrations. In Table 3-1 we reported the hydrodynamic
radius of the aggregates detected in the tn-ZnPc solution. At the lower concentration of
0.125 and 0.25 mM we see only one type of monodisperse equilibrium agglomerates of
size ~ 100 nm. However, we note that at 0.25 mM the sizes decrease. The concentration
of 0.5 and 1 mM are higher than the solubility of tn-ZnPc in chloroform (0.37 mM); thus,
we assume that the solution has reached the supersaturation. Unlike the dilute solutions,
these two, with larger concentrations, show that the mean and the peak position values of
the distribution curves are very different, with a very high standard deviation. This
behavior suggests that at 0.5 mM, this solution starts to form large polydisperse
aggregates. Given the very low solubility of this substance, it is evident that the
equilibrium molecular clusters under supersaturation start to aggregate in even larger
particles at the expenses of the small ones.
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Figure 3-41. Autocorrelation functions (left) and hydrodynamic radius of particles (right)
of tn-ZnPc/chloroform solutions.

Concentration (mM)
Mean
0.125
0.25
0.5
1

1.1 × 106
1.1 × 106

(nm)
Peak Position
Standard Deviation
114 ± 27
101 ± 21
6.2 × 105
9.1 × 105 ( = 0.014)
5
9.8 × 10
3.7 × 105 ( = 0.071)

Table 3-1. Hydrodynamic radius of particles present in the tn-ZnPc solutions at different
concentrations.
The analysis of the mixture of the both substances with 1:1 ratio is reported in
Figure 3-42, where the autocorrelation functions along with the sizes of the particles are
shown. This case, unlike the previous one, shows monodisperse distribution of the
equilibrium aggregates at all concentrations tested. These aggregates slightly decrease in
size as the concentration increases (Table 3-2). This behavior, as the previous case, can
be interpreted as the diffusion of small aggregates toward each other resulting in larger
clusters at the expenses of the small ones. However, at high concentrations, the larger
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agglomerates are weakly detectable, due to the very small quantity. This is indicated in
the right graph of Figure 3-42, where the presence of very large scatters with much larger
decay time is observable via the “relative” size of the order on 106 nm.

Figure 3-42. Autocorrelation functions (left) and hydrodynamic radius of particles (right)
of Mix/chloroform solutions.

Concentration (mM)
0.125
0.25
0.5
1

(nm)
138 ± 40
137 ± 26
116 ± 19
85 ± 28

Table 3-2. Hydrodynamic radius of particles present in the mixture solutions at different
concentrations.
Interesting information that we can obtain from these measurements is to what
extent the anisotropy of the aggregates is relevant. In other words, whether the aggregates
are spherical (isotropic) or rod-like (anisotropic) particles. The vertically-polarized
component of the incident light contains both anisotropic and isotropic contributions, and
the “depolarization ratio” can be defined as follows:36
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(3-6)
where

and

are the intensities of the horizontal and vertical polarization component

of the scattered light, respectively. This ratio, calculated for tn-ZnPc-alone and the
mixture solution, varies between 25% and 30%, depending on the concentration,
indicating that the scatters are significantly anisotropic. Therefore, it is likely that the
equilibrium aggregates of tn-ZnPc molecules have a rod shape in solution with
equilibrium sizes of ~ 100 nm that sharply increases when the solution is supersaturated.
We can also say that, given the similar behavior of the tn-ZnPc-alone and the mixture
solutions, the equilibrium agglomerates observed in the mixture are formed by tn-ZnPc
only, while PCBM molecules are likely to be still well dissolved.
In conclusion, we can say that the PCBM molecules are well dissolved in
chloroform even at higher concentration, whereas the majority of tn-ZnPc molecules
agglomerate in equilibrium clusters of

h

~ 100 nm even at very low concentrations. At

higher concentrations we observe the formation of much larger (micron-size)
polydisperse aggregates at the expenses of those at the equilibrium. This event occurs
beyond the solubility threshold, thus suggesting that the formation of the rod-like crystals
(also order of microns) that we observe on the substrates start already in solution.

3.5

Force-Curves Results
In this work, force-curves measurements have been carried out to investigate the

adhesion force between tip and molecular film.
The purpose was to verify the presence of a wetting layer of tn-ZnPc between tnZnPc agglomerations during spin-coating deposition, whose presence was hypothesized
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by the different morphology/size of the PCBM phase when deposited from the mixture,
and compare the adhesion between same molecular aggregates in the single component
molecular film and in the mixture in ratio 1:1 with the other component, to investigate
how they affect one another.
The adhesion forces are attractive forces that hold two bodies in contact;
therefore, the information about them is contained in the jump-off contact during the
withdrawing of the AFM tip from the sample surface, as the pulling force needs to
separate tip from sample.
In our case, we can neglect the capillary forces, since we performed the analysis
in nitrogen environment; therefore, the contribution of the water meniscus is negligible.
The force between two molecules
gradient of their potential energy

separated by a distance

is given by the

:37
(3-7)

The weakest intermolecular forces, the van der Waals interactions, are responsible
for the adhesion forces. These interactions occur in the range of a few Å up to 10 nm.
Van der Waals attractive forces comprise three subgroups:


Dipole-dipole forces (Keesom forces) – which occur between molecules

having permanent dipoles (polar molecules):38
(3-8)
where

is the distance between the two molecules,

molecules,

and

respectively,

is the Boltzmann’s constant and

are the dipole moments of the

are the dielectric constant of the vacuum and the medium,
is the temperature;
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Dipole-induced dipole forces (Debye forces) – which occur when the field

of a permanent dipole induces a dipole in a non-polar molecule or alters its dipole in a
polar molecule:38
(3-9)
where

are the electronic polarizabilities of the two molecules;


Dispersion forces (London forces) – which occur between instantaneous

dipoles created inside a non polar or polar molecule due to fluctuation of charge
distribution in neighboring molecules:38
(3-10)
where

are the first ionization potentials of the molecules and

is the Planck’s

constant.
The total van der Waals potential is given by the sum of all these interactions:38

(3-11)

The first term acts only between polar molecules, and the second term acts between every
atom or molecule; therefore, this latter is the most important and dominates the van der
Waals interaction, because, despite the weakness of individual contacts, the cumulative
effect of a series of such interaction can be energetically significant.38
The nitro functional groups (–NO2) in the tn-ZnPc and the phenyl group (–C6H5)
and the methoxy group (–O–CH3) in the PCBM are highly electronegative: electrons are
pulled from the metal core to the oxygen atoms in a tn-ZnPc molecule, and from the
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hydrogen to the carbon atoms and into the fullerene cage in a PCBM molecule.
Therefore, the external atoms of the tn-ZnPc show a negative charge, while those at the
functional groups of PCBM show a positive charge. The four individual Zn-NO2 “arms”
have a dipole moment in the molecular plane that might be larger than that for ZnPc (4.05
D)39 because of the presence of the nitro groups. However, since tn-ZnPc is a planar and
symmetrical molecule, it has zero net dipole. Therefore, tn-ZnPc is considered a nonpolar molecule. The PCBM molecule exhibits a strong dipole moment of ~ 5 D pointing
from the center of the fullerene cage to the oxygen atoms in the methoxy group,40 and it
has a net intrinsic dipole of ~ 1.88 D pointing from the center of the cage to the carbon
atom that links the bucky-ball to the functional group along the molecular axis.
Therefore, PCBM is a polar molecule. The value of the PCBM intrinsic dipole has been
calculated given the electron distribution inside the molecule, which is 0.11 electrons that
are transferred from the functional groups into the fullerene cage.41 The schematics of the
dipoles in tn-ZnPc and PCBM are shown in Figure 3-43 in the negative-to-positive
charge convention.

Figure 3-43. Schematics of the dipoles of tn-ZnPc (left) and PCBM (right) molecules (in
the negative-to-positive charge convention).
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These dipoles interact with the atoms at the end of the AFM tip through van der
Waals attractions, and the result of these interactions is given by the adhesion force,
which is represented by the depth of the well in the retracted curve of the forcedisplacement curve. The entity of this force is given by several factors, like the strength
of the dipoles, the size and shape of the molecules and the polarizability of the molecules.
The force curves have been performed in nitrogen environment, for eliminating
the effect of the water meniscus formed between tip and sample. We used a spherical
silica (which is non-polar) AFM probe of diameter ~ 1.9 μm, and a conical silica AFM
probe of tip radius ~ 8 nm and conical angle ~ 30° for areas on the substrate that are in
between particles very close to each other, for which the spherical tip is too large.
The silicon substrates used for obtaining the force-curves relative to bare silicon
and for the depositions have been cleaned with RCA-cleaning, but the presence of
naturally occurring native oxide and hydrocarbons is inevitable (Figure 3-44). Therefore,
it is expected that the atoms with which the AFM probe interacts on bare silicon, and the
atoms with which the organic molecules interact when deposited, are oxygen atoms
derived from the native oxide and hydrogen atoms derived from the hydrocarbons. These
contaminants are non-polar.

Figure 3-44. Schematics of native oxide and hydrocarbons present on Si(111) surfaces.
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3.5.1

Force-Curves Measured with Spherical AFM Probe
For the analysis of the organic molecules, they have been deposited onto Si(111)

substrates through spin-coating (2000 rpm, 45 seconds).
We measured the force curves between our spherical probe and the following
areas:
1. bare Si(111) substrate coated with native oxide and hydrocarbons;
2. areas between tn-ZnPc rods deposited from single-component solution;
3. tn-ZnPc rods deposited from single-component solution;
4. tn-ZnPc rods deposited from (1:1) mixture solution;
5. PCBM spherical caps deposited from single-component solution;
6. PCBM spherical caps deposited from (1:1) mixture solution.

Figure 3-45. Objects under examination on spin-coated samples in force curves analysis.
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In the case 1, the silica probe interacts with only the contaminants present on the
silicon surface; therefore the interactions taking place are dispersive and described by
Equation (3-10).
When tn-ZnPc is deposited on the silicon surface (case 2 and 3) and interacts with
the silica probe the interactions are dispersive as well, because tn-ZnPc does not have a
permanent dipole. However, in near-contact the presence of the individual dipoles in the
tn-ZnPc molecules makes these interactions stronger than the interactions occurring in
the case 1, especially if the tn-ZnPc lay flat on the substrate, because the charge
distribution in the molecular plane is not uniform.
When PCBM is deposited on the silicon surface (case 5) the permanent dipoles in
these molecules induce a dipole in the silica atoms of the tip, leading to dipole-induced
dipole interactions described by Equation (3-9). The strong dipoles of PCBM make this
term higher than the dispersive terms in the case 1, 2 and 3.
The background between rods of tn-ZnPc looks like bare silicon at the AFM
microscope (Figure 3-45), but the force curves measured on these areas show a very
strong adhesion compared to that for pure silicon substrate coated with native oxide and
hydrocarbons (left plot in Figure 3-46). This proves the interaction of the AFM probe
with the tn-ZnPc molecules, presumably laying flat on the substrate; we will demonstrate
in Chapter 5 that tn-ZnPc molecules in the wetting layer lay flat on the silicon substrate.
This demonstrates that, in a first stage, the tn-ZnPc molecules interact with the
contaminants present on silicon, forming a wetting layer.
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Figure 3-46. Comparison between retracted force-curves measured with spherical AFM
tip on bare Si(111) and areas between tn-ZnPc rods on sample spin-coated with pure tnZnPc solution (left), and on PCBM spherical caps and tn-ZnPc rods present in the
mixture-coated sample, on PCBM spherical caps present on PCBM-coated sample and on
the tn-ZnPc rods present on the tn-ZnPc-coated sample (right).
The results for the aggregates in the mixture films (right plot of Figure 3-46) show
that the overall dipole moment of the system tn-ZnPc/PCBM decreases (Mix_rod and
Mix_spherical cap), compared to that for the single components aggregates (tn-ZnPc_rod
and PCBM_spherical cap). The values of the adhesion forces are reported in Figure 3-47.

Figure 3-47. Adhesion forces measured on the six objects with spherical AFM probe.
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In the mixture samples, what is interacting with the tip is a weak or non polar
molecular system with low polarizability. The polarizabilities values

for the two

molecules are estimated using the Clausius-Mossotti formula:42
(3-12)
where

and

are the relative dielectric constant of the molecules and the dielectric

constant of the vacuum, respectively,

is the molar mass,

is the density, and

is the

Avogadro’s number. The relative dielectric constant of tn-ZnPc is approximated to that
for ZnPc, which is ~ 3.23, and it is calculated dividing the ZnPc permittivity (2.86 × 10-11
C/V∙m)43 by the dielectric constant of the vacuum. While the relative dielectric constant
of PCBM is equal to (4.0 ± 0.1).44 The molar masses are 757.9 g/mol and 910.88 g/mol
for tn-ZnPc and PCBM, respectively. The densities are 1.63 g/cm3 for tn-ZnPc
(approximated to that for ZnPc),45 and 2.567 g/cm3 for PCBM (given by the manufacturer
SES Research). The calculated values of

are 8.75 × 10-39 C∙m2/V for tn-ZnPc and 7.83

× 10-39 C∙m2/V for PCBM. The tn-ZnPc molecules are slightly easier to be polarized than
the PCBM molecules. The polarizability of the Silica atoms (taken from a work done by
Kwaadgras et al.)46 is equal to 5.25 Å3 which can be converted into C∙m2/V by the
following formula:47
(3-13)
The converted value is 5.8 × 10-40 C∙m2/V, which is one order of magnitude lower than
that for the organic molecules; therefore, the major contribution to the tip-sample dipole
is given by the polarizability of the organic molecules in the sample.
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In the mixtures, even though the volume of a tn-ZnPc molecule is larger than the
volume of a PCBM molecule (

~ 8 × 10-22 cm3,

~ 5.9 × 10-22 cm3), the

strong dipole moment of PCBM will induce a larger asymmetry in the charge distribution
in the tn-ZnPc. This asymmetry might be such that the overall dipole is weak.
Based on the values of the adhesive forces reported in Figure 3-47, we can
qualitatively describe the mutual interaction of the two components in terms of dipoles.
The overall dipoles can be written in the following order:

.

The last inequality is given by the net intrinsic dipoles of the single molecules (i.e.
= 0,

~ 1.88 D). While the first inequality suggests that the interaction

between tn-ZnPc and PCBM molecules lowers the overall dipole with which the AFM tip
comes into interaction.
If we consider now the spherical agglomeration of PCBM in the single component
film and in the mixture with the tn-ZnPc, we see that the adhesion force of the latter case
is even lower. This might be explained in the following way: the aggregates of PCBM in
both films are very small – ~ 80 nm in base diameter and ~ 3 nm in height – therefore the
charge distribution might be affected by the underlying substrate; if the wetting layer of
tn-ZnPc is present in the mixture as well the individual dipoles of tn-ZnPc could
compensate or even cancel the dipoles on the overlying PCBM, and since PCBM has a
lower polarizability, it will produce a very weak dipole with the tip through dispersion
forces. In the next section, the presence of the wetting layer will be proved by performing
force-curves with a conical tip between aggregates in the mixture.
These results prove that tn-ZnPc has a significant interaction with the naturally
occurring contaminants of the silicon substrate, producing a wetting layer; and when the
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PCBM and tn-ZnPc molecules are in close vicinity, their mutual orientation is such that
the overall dipole moment of the system tn-ZnPc/PCBM is very weak.

3.5.2

Force-Curves Measured with Conical AFM Probe
The presence of the tn-ZnPc “wetting-layer” has been proved by force-curves

performed with spherical tips on regions between rods in pure tn-ZnPc samples. In order
to verify whether the wetting layer is present even when the tn-ZnPc interacts with the
PCBM, we employed a conical AFM probe with a tip radius of 8 nm and conical angle ~
30°. The small tip radius allows us to probe the areas in between small spherical caps
observed in the mixtures samples, and also provide a small contact area. This allows for
more limited interactions with surface atoms. Therefore, in order to further characterize
the nature of the particles that we “see” on the substrate, we also investigated the
adhesion forces of the blanket phase of PCBM, along with the same objects that we tested
in the previous set of samples.
In order to have the blanket phase, the molecules have been deposited through
drop-casting. The objects investigated with the conical AFM probe are the following:
1. bare Si(111) coated with native oxide and hydrocarbon;
2. areas between PCBM phases in the mixture;
3. areas between tn-ZnPc rods in the mixture;
4. tn-ZnPc rods in the mixture;
5. PCBM spherical caps in the mixture;
6. blanket phase on the substrate in the mixture;
7. blanket phase on the rods in the mixture.
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We note that the adhesion forces are much smaller that the cases measured with
spherical tip. This is due, as we said above, to the smaller contact surface of the conical
tip, allowing for small interaction forces, compared to the large contact area between the
macroscopic spherical tip (1.9 μm) and the objects underneath. In Figure 3-48 we
reported the force-curves obtained for all the seven cases. We plotted in such a way that
we can do comparison in terms of adhesion forces (depth of the well in the retracted
curve). The values of the adhesion forces are reported in the plot of Figure 3-49.

Figure 3-48. Comparison between retracted force-curves measured with conical AFM tip
on bare Si(111), areas between PCBM phases, areas between tn-ZnPc rods, tn-ZnPc rods,
PCBM spherical caps, blanket phase on the substrate, and blanket phase on the rods. All
the force-curves, except the one measured for bare silicon, have been measured on
mixture samples drop-casted.
We note that the areas between PCBM phases and rods of tn-ZnPc (areas that at
AFM microscope looks like bare silicon) are coated with a layer that causes a larger
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adhesion force. This layer has the same nature in terms of dipoles because the forces are
similar in within the error. These forces are also very similar to the force obtained for the
tn-ZnPc rod. This tells us that the layer on the background has the same nature of the tnZnPc rod. Again, this confirms that the tn-ZnPc wets the silicon substrate in the early
stages of the depositions even in presence of the PCBM. That is why the morphology of
PCBM changes when mixed with the tn-ZnPc: the PCBM does not interact with silicon
when it is in the mixture, but it interacts with the wetting layer of tn-ZnPc.
On the other hand, the adhesion forces obtained for the PCBM spherical caps, the
blanket phase on top of the rods, and the blanket phase on top of the substrate are very
similar in nature of dipoles in within the error. This confirms that the molecular nature of
the blanket is PCBM. The increasing of the adhesion forces of the PCBM phases
compared with the tn-ZnPc phase is confirmed, as we saw in the previous section.

Figure 3-49. Adhesion forces measured on the seven different objects with conical AFM
probe.
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3.5.3

Conclusions for Force-Curves Results
In conclusion, we have proved that the tn-ZnPc in the very early stage of its

depositions from both single component solution and the mixture with the PCBM, forms
a wetting layer on the native oxide of the silicon substrate.
We have also proven that the nature of the blanket phase that we observe in the
mixture is the same of the PCBM.
Finally, we have seen that the aggregates in the mixtures exhibit lower adhesion
forces compared to the single component aggregates, suggesting a mutual interaction at
the molecular level that lower the overall dipole moment of the system tn-ZnPc/PCBM.

3.6

Summary and Conclusions
From these results on unpatterned native oxide-terminated Si(111) substrates, we

found that the two types of molecules selected for this study self-assemble into domains
in qualitatively different ways during deposition from chloroform-based solution.
Indications of crystalline growth of PCBM are observable for the lowest solvent
evaporation rates studied during the deposition and under conditions allowing solvent
vapor annealing (SVA) to act on the deposited molecular film. The tn-ZnPc molecules
aggregate into rod-shaped clusters for all the solvent evaporation rates investigated;
neither their formation nor their shape is significantly affected by the SVA. When
deposited from a mixed solution, the morphology of the PCBM clusters formed is
significantly affected by the presence of the tn-ZnPc, whereas the tn-ZnPc clusters are
insensitive to the presence of the PCBM. Separate phases of the two types of molecules
are formed over the entire range of solvent evaporation rates studied. Our observations
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can be explained based upon the following model: (1) the tn-ZnPc molecules have very
strong intermolecular forces and thereby aggregate – strongly dominating any interaction
with the PCBM; the observation of a wetting layer suggests that some fraction of the tnZnPc deposits onto the substrate and (2) PCBM because of its higher solubility deposits
subsequently; because the presence of the tn-ZnPc wetting layer on the substrate does not
produce a favorable balance of surface/interface tensions for the PCBM to wet the
surface uniformly, deposited PCBM molecules dewet the substrate forming clusters with
a finite wetting angle relative to the surface. In addition, we observe that the size of the
domains has an inverse relationship with the solvent evaporation rate: PCBM molecules
form small spherical cap clusters at very high evaporation rates that increase in size,
developing into large pyramidal-type structures as the rate of solvent evaporation
decreases. In contrast, tn-ZnPc molecules agglomerate into single rods at very high
evaporation rates, which become packed in larger rod-agglomerations as the rate of
evaporation decreases. The characteristic size of PCBM clusters decreases in the presence
of tn-ZnPc in the mixture at any solvent evaporation rate investigated. The apparent
interaction also seemingly suppresses crystallization of PCBM, when mixed in ratio 1:1,
and gives further support to the idea that not all tn-ZnPc molecules aggregate into rods or
in the wetting layer. We observe a correlation between growth habits of PCBM and local
densities of tn-ZnPc rod-domains, and find that this correlation changes depending on the
orientation of the substrate during immersion deposition.
A pictorial summary of the different domains phases for each of the different
deposition techniques/evaporation rates investigated in this work on unpatterned
substrates employing a (1:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture are collected in Figure 3-50.
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Figure 3-50. Summary of the different phases per molecules in single component and the
(1:1) mixture at the different evaporation rate investigated.
We have demonstrated via force-curves analysis that the tn-ZnPc, with or without
the presence of the PCBM, forms a wetting layer on the native oxide of the silicon
substrate. We have also demonstrated that a “blanket” phase that we observed in the
mixtures is made up of PCBM.
Our dynamic light scattering results demonstrate that PCBM molecules are well
dissolved in solution at the concentrations we have studied, while most of the tn-ZnPc
molecules exist in equilibrium agglomerates of

h

~ 100 nm even at these concentrations.

At higher supersaturations of tn-ZnPc, we observed the formation of clusters with

h

of

the order of microns, suggesting that the formation of the stable rod-like clusters of tnZnPc that we observed at any evaporation rate investigated, occurs in solution.
We investigated the effect that different ratios of individual molecules in solution
have on the self-assembly behavior of the molecules. We demonstrated that by changing,
in particular increasing, the admixture of phthalocyanines, we observe the formation of
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larger, more regular shaped of hexagonal domains, suggesting a higher degree of
crystallization of the PCBM. This confirms that the mixture ratio 1:1 produces a spinodal
decomposition of PCBM, and different individual molecules concentrations favors
nucleation of PCBM.
Temperature-annealing

experiments

on

spin-coated

molecular

domains

demonstrate the thermal stability of tn-ZnPc rods over the range of temperatures used in
this work, while the PCBM domains slightly change in their morphology upon heating.
We have noted that the pure PCBM tends to wet, i.e. spread horizontally on the Si
surface; while, when mixed with the tn-ZnPc, it diffuses vertically increasing the height
of the domains and reducing the contact area. This is consistent with the presence of the
underlying wetting layer of tn-ZnPc and also suggests that a vertical phase separation of
the PCBM from more mobile agglomerations than those of tn-ZnPc could be initiated and
promoted by temperature-annealing.
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Chapter 4 – Results of Depositions on Patterned
Substrates and on Surface Tension Modified
Patterned Substrates

4.1

Native Oxide-Covered Patterned Si(111) Substrates
In this chapter, we present preliminary results of experiments based upon the

various deposition methods employed in this work, on native oxide-covered patterned
substrates and on H-terminated patterned substrates.
In the previous paragraphs we have presented studies of the mutual interactions of
the phthalocyanine and fullerene-derivative molecules on a flat substrate and we
investigated how they affect each other kinetics of aggregation. In this section we
introduce a new variable: the morphology of the substrate. We tested the feasibility of
driving a vertical phase separation of the two individual molecular domains via patterning
the silicon surfaces by etching a periodical pattern. The pattern is a combinatorial array of
pits that change in diameter and spacing. We employed two scales: the large scale
dimensions range from 1.4 to 16 μm (spacing, ) and from 0.7 to 8 μm (diameter, ), and
the small scale dimensions range from 60 to 720 nm (spacing) and from 30 to 360 nm
(diameter). The side length of each square cell, containing pits of the same diameter and
spacing, is ~ 65 μm for the large scale pattern and ~ 10 μm for the small scale pattern.
The CAD model of the patterns (large and small) employed in this work are reported in
Figure 4-1. We employed the large scale pattern first because of the immediate
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availability of the CAD model. Finding that the large scale pattern produced little effect
on the molecular domain organization we reduced the scale, as discussed below.

Figure 4-1. CAD model of the pattern employed in this work. The x- and y-axis show the
two different dimensions: in the large scale pattern the spacing ranges from 1.4 to 16
μm, and the diameter from 0.7 to 8 μm; in the small scale pattern the spacing ranges
from 60 to 720 nm, and the diameter from 30 to 360 nm.
The patterns were fabricated at the FabLab NanoCenter (University of Maryland)
via e-beam lithography using the Reith e-Line system (Reith). Figure 4-2 shows a
schematic of the fabrication process. The silicon etching was performed with an
inductively coupled plasma (ICP) reactive ion etcher (RIE) (Oxford Plasmalab System
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100 – Oxford Instruments) using fluoroform gas (CHF3) and sulfur hexafluoride gas
(SF6) for 10 seconds. This process allowed us to achieve a pits depth of (48 ± 1) nm for
the large size pattern, but did not produce the same depth for all pits in the small size
pattern (see below).

Figure 4-2. Schematic of the fabrication process for transfer of the patterns onto the Si
substrate.
Prior to any depositions, the surfaces were cleaned via a standard (RCA) chemical
etch, and the quality of the pattern was checked with AFM.
In Figure 4-3 are shown the AFM topography images of the large scale pattern
before deposition. The first, second and third image comprises the areas containing the
corners of the cells of pit dimensions
and

= 11 – 16 μm, and

= 0.7 – 1 μm and

= 0.7 – 1 μm and

= 1.4 – 2 μm,

= 5.6 – 8 μm

= 11 – 16 μm, respectively.
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Figure 4-3. Height-AFM images of the large scale pattern etched on Si(111). The areas 1,
2 and 3 refers to the areas containing the corners of the cells of pit of dimensions 0.7 – 1
μm in diameter and 1.4 – 2 μm in spacing, 5.6 – 8 μm in diameter and 11 – 16 μm in
spacing, and 0.7 – 1 μm in diamter and 11 – 16 μm in spacing, respectively.
For the small size pattern, the etching paramenters have not be optimized, and
only the largest dimensions six cells have been etched (Figure 4-4). Moreover, the
diameters of the pits resulting were smaller than the design. We reported results on the
analysis of the three cells on the diagonal: the dimensions resulting from the pattern
fabbrication are ( × ) = 303 × 723 nm for the largest sizes pits, ( × ) = 113 × 484 nm
for the medium sizes pits and ( × ) = 98 × 364 nm for the smallest sizes pits. We found
that the depths of the pits varies depending on the diameters of the pits: (70 ± 2) nm for
the largest, (39 ± 9) nm for the medium, and (30 ± 4) nm for the smallest diameters pits.
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Figure 4-4. Height-AFM image of the large dimensions six cells of the small scale
pattern. The sizes reported are only for the largest and smallest cell on the diagonal.
4.1.1

Depositions on Large Scale Patterns on Si(111)
We started with depositions of the tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture in ratio 1:1 on the

large scale patterns. The methods we used are spin-coating, drop-casting and immersion
in nearly-closed container.
The results of spin-coating depositions (at 2000 rpm for 45 seconds) on the
smallest dimension cell (( × ) = 0.7 × 1.4 μm) of the large scale pattern are reported in
Figure 4-5. We find that the tn-ZnPc rods are not affected by the presence of the periodic
pattern; this is as might be expected, because they form stable agglomerations in solution.
The diameters of base of the PCBM spherical cap clusters are slightly smaller between
the pits, and they get larger outside the square (left image in Figure 4-5). The values are
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(48 ± 3) nm and (92 ± 6) nm inside and outside the 0.7 × 1.4 μm cell, respectively.
Although some of the PCBM clusters deposit inside the pits, as seen in the phase-AFM
image (right image in Figure 4-5), the PCBM molecules seemingly avoid the edges of the
pits, leaving a depletion zone around the pits, as it is seen more clearly in the AFM
topography map. The aggregation of PCBM into spherical cap clusters is seemingly
confined on the flat regions between the edges. No evidence of modification of the
wetting layer of tn-ZnPc is observed.

Figure 4-5. Height-AFM (left) and phase-AFM (right) images of the structures resulting
from spin-coating a solution of a (1:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture on patterned Si(111). The
cell is that in which pits diameter and spacing were 0.7 × 1.4 μm.
On the largest dimension cell ( ×

= 8 × 16 μm), we see again that the tn-ZnPc

rods are not affected by the pattern, and the diameters of the PCBM spherical cap
domains between pits, outside the cell and inside the pit are essentially the same: (89 ± 5)
nm, (89 ± 4) nm, and (90 ± 5) nm, respectively (Figure 4-6). By comparison, the base
diameter of the PCBM spherical cap clusters in the mixture spin-coated on unpatterned
substrate is ~ 100 nm. Therefore, we can see that the sizes of the PCBM clusters do not
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change significantly. The tn-ZnPc wetting layer does not seem to be affected by the
different topography introduced by the pattern.
The depth of the pits measured after the deposition is the same to within the error
in the determination: (50 ± 3) nm.
We conclude that the scale of this pattern is so coarse that does not influence
nucleation of the molecular clusters. The sole interesting results that we see are for the
smallest diameter × spacing size (0.7 × 1.4 μm), in which the PCBM clusters tend to
decrease in size between the pits, getting larger far from the edges of the pits.

Figure 4-6. Height-AFM image of the structures resulting from spin-coating a solution of
a (1:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture on patterned Si(111). The cell is that in which pits whose
diameter and spacing were 8 × 16 μm.
Depositions at the lower solvent evaporation rate (drop-casting) are reported in
Figure 4-7 for the small size pits, which shows phase-AFM images of the (1:1) mixture of
the area 1 and the magnification of the cell in which pits diameter and spacing were 0.7 ×
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1.4 μm. While Figure 4-8 shows height- and phase-AFM images for the largest size pits.
We note that the blanket phase of PCBM is confined only on top of the tn-ZnPc rods and
inside the pits toward the internal edges. The blanket is not visible on flat regions
between pits and inside the pits; instead the PCBM forms small irregular agglomerates of
radius of gyration

= (51 ± 6) nm. This result is most likely due to the presence of the

tn-ZnPc wetting layer underneath, rather than the different topography introduced by the
pattern. In fact, this result is consistent with the results obtained from drop-casting
depositions of the mixtures on flat surfaces: the blanket is confined on top of the rods.
The thickness of the blanket on top of the rods is estimated being (75 ± 13) nm (close to
the value for the case of unpatterned surfaces, (88 ± 9) nm), while inside the pits at the
edges the blanket is not flat but it decreases as it approaches the center of the pit (crosssection graph in Figure 4-7). The depth of the pits measured after the drop-casting
deposition is not very different from the depth before deposition: (47 ± 2) nm.
As we observed before, the periodic topography introduced by the pattern does
not affect significantly the kinetics of agglomeration of the molecules.
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Figure 4-7. Phase-AFM images of the structures resulting from drop-casting a solution of
a (1:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture on patterned Si(111). The left image refers to the area 1,
the right image refers to the cell in which pits diameter and spacing were 0.7 × 1.4 μm,
and the graph is the cross section of the edge of the pits showing the blanket phase
thickness decreasing as it approaches the center of the pit.

Figure 4-8. Height- and phase-AFM images of the structures resulting from drop-casting
a solution of a (1:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture on patterned Si(111). The images refer to
the cell in which pits diameter and spacing were 8 × 16 μm.
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For the lowest evaporation rate, we performed the deposition via immersion by
placing the substrate vertically in the nearly-closed container. Figure 4-9 shows an optical
image of the entire pattern (left) and a magnification of the cell in which pits diameter
and spacing were 0.7 × 1.4 μm. We can see that the pattern was barely visible because of
the large amount of material deposited on it. We estimated the thickness of this tn-ZnPc
“carpet” with AFM, because all the depositions via immersion using a vertical
configuration of the substrate were performed leaving a small portion (~ 1.5 mm) of the
substrate outside the solution. Therefore, the thickness of this film could be estimated
performing an AFM scan at the interface between uncovered and covered surface
substrate. The step at the interface has a height of (983 ± 257) nm. Given the limit of the
AFM scan length (~ 80 μm), this is the height of the molecular film at ~ 80 μm from the
interface. It gives perhaps a lower limit on the film thickness, which might be expected to
increase toward the center of the sample. SEM analysis shows that the superficial layer
has not particular directional growth. Therefore, even though there might be a directional
growth of the molecular domains, this would have occurred at the interface
pattern/molecules, and this growth certainly did not persist over the thickness of the
molecular film.
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Figure 4-9. Optical images of the structures resulting from deposition via immersion of
the patterned Si(111) (placed vertically into open container) in a solution of a (1:1) tnZnPc/PCBM mixture. The left image barely shows the entire pattern and the right image
is a magnification of the cell in which pits diameter and spacing were 0.7 × 1.4 μm.
In conclusion, the large scale topographic patterns do not affect the arrangement
of tn-ZnPc rod clusters; they do slightly, but not significantly, affect the assembly of
PCBM clusters, but only at the fastest evaporation rate investigated here. However,
overall we conclude that for the combination of deposition methods we employed in this
work with the large scale topographic pattern does not direct a vertical phase separation.

4.1.2

Depositions on Small Scale Patterns on Si(111)
To determine whether smaller dimension topographical features at the substrate

can direct the molecular phase separation, we fabricated a pattern whose characteristic
dimensions were approximately one order of magnitude smaller than that discussed
above. The smallest dimension cell corresponds to pits dimensions

×

= 30 × 60 nm

and the largest to 360 × 720 nm. However, due to non-optimized etching parameters,
only the large diameters pits, with the larger spacing were etched (from 180 to 360 nm in
diameters and from 360 to 720 nm in spacing). The depth of the pits along the diagonal of
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the pattern is (70 ± 2) nm , (39 ± 9) nm and (30 ± 4) nm for the largest, medium and
smallest dimension pits, respectively.
We deposited from a solution of 1:1 ratio tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture via spincoating, for immediate comparison with the deposition on large scale pattern, and the 2:1
ratio tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture via drop-casting and immersion, because we have
confirmed a larger degree of crystallization on unpatterned substrates at this
stoichiometry, as discussed in Chapter 3. In particular, the deposition via immersion
showed a higher degree of crystallization and the one via drop-casting showed a smaller
length scale of the PCBM blanket phase, which instead of being continuous, is separated
into small spherical cap clusters.
The results of the deposition via spin-coating are reported in Figure 4-10 for two
cells of pits (303 × 723 nm and 113 × 484 nm). We note, as the case of large scale
pattern, that the PCBM phase tends to agglomerate far from the edges of the pits. Given
the small spacing (compared with the large scale pattern), the PCBM molecules that get
far from the edges of the pits, merge into a continuous phase (blanket).

Figure 4-10. Height-AFM images of the structures resulting from spin-coating a solution
of (1:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixtures onto the small scale pattern.
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However, some small individual aggregates are still observable (Figure 4-11). The
radii of gyration of these aggregates in between the pits and outside the pattern are
essentially similar: (71 ± 14) nm and (73 ± 10) nm, respectively. From the phase-AFM
images in Figure 4-11, we also note that the edges of the pits show different phases,
suggesting that molecules aggregate around the edges of the pits creating different
stiffness’s. However, this aggregation does not significantly increase in height, as we can
see from the height-AFM images of Figure 4-11.

Figure 4-11. Magnified height- and phase-AFM images of the largest and medium
dimension cell structures resulting from spin-coating a solution of (1:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM
mixtures onto the small scale pattern.
We measured the diameters, spacing and depth of the pits, and find that these
values change considerably after the spin-coating deposition. The diameters and spacing
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of the cell of dimension 303 × 723 nm now become (178 ± 13) × (737 ± 13) nm, and the
depth increases from (70 ± 2) nm to (80 ± 2) nm. The diameters and spacing of the cell of
dimension 113 × 484 nm become (99 ± 13) × (490 ± 9) nm, and the depth is relatively
constant: from (39 ± 9) nm to (42 ± 4) nm. In Table 4-1 are reported the values of the
diameters, spacing and depth of the pits before and after spin-coating deposition on small
scale pattern on native silicon oxide.
Native Oxide
Spin-Coating

Diameter × Spacing (nm)

Depth (nm)

Before

303 × 723

113 × 484

70 ± 2

39 ± 9

After

178 × 737

99 × 490

80 ± 2

42 ± 4

Table 4-1. Values of diameters, spacing and depth of the largest and medium dimension
cells on the diagonal of the small scale pattern before and after deposition via spincoating of the (1:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture.
The analysis of the first cell (larger spacing (723 nm)) suggests that the molecular
film is growing in a vertical direction outside the pits (because the pits depth increases),
and in the horizontal direction (vertically to the walls) inside the pits (because the
diameter of the pits decreases). The analysis of the second cell (smaller spacing (484
nm)) suggests that the molecular film is growing in the horizontal direction inside the pit
(because the diameter of the pits decreases) and, probably, the vertical growth inside and
outside the pits is the same (because the depth remains constant). A reasonable
explanation for these results is that molecular domains at the periodical spacing of ~ 720
nm grow on top of the “crests” of this periodic topography. However, the lateral length
scale of these vertical domains increases because the growth occurs also horizontally. In
contrast, the smaller spacing of ~ 480 nm does not favor a preferential vertical growth.
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For the lower solvent evaporation rate approaches, we deposited from solutions of
a (2:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture, because we observe that during drop-casting from this
solution the length scale of the PCBM domains decreases and during immersion in the
mixture the crystallinity of PCBM is enhanced.
The results of the molecular film morphology via drop-casting are reported in
Figure 4-12.

Figure 4-12. Magnified height- and phase-AFM images acquired within the largest and
smallest dimension cell of the drop-casting from a solution of a (2:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM
mixture onto the small scale pattern.
We note that the dimensions of the pits change, as we observed in the spincoating case. For the largest spacing (723 nm), the diameters of the pits decrease from
303 to (267 ± 13) nm and the depth increases from 70 to (82 ± 1) nm. In comparison, for
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the small spacing (364 nm), the diameters stay constant to within the uncertainty in the
determination ((99 ± 12) nm), but the depth increases from 30 to (65 ± 3) nm. Not
surprisingly, the spacing remains relatively constant: (735 ± 10) nm and (367 ± 10) nm.
Table 4-2 shows the values of the pit-dimension of two cells of pits before and after dropcasting deposition.
Native Oxide
Drop-Casting

Diameter × Spacing (nm)

Depth (nm)

Before

303 × 723

98 × 364

70 ± 2

30 ± 4

After

267 × 735

99 × 367

82 ± 1

65 ± 3

Table 4-2. Values of diameters, spacing and depth of the largest and smallest dimension
cells on the diagonal of the small scale pattern before and after deposition via dropcasting of the (2:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture.
These changes suggest again, that the molecules interact with this small scale
pattern; in particular, the spacing of ~ 720 nm favors the vertical growth of the molecular
film on the “crests” of the periodic topography, but also increases laterally the length
scale of the grown domains (because the domain grows also horizontally along the walls
of the pits (as the spin-coating results), while now the spacing of ~ 360 nm favors the
vertical growth only on the “crests”; as consequence, the lateral length scale of the
domains is expected to be smaller than for the spin-coated case. Therefore, at this low
evaporation rate, the spacing of ~ 360 nm seems to favor a preferential vertical growth on
top of the “crests”, with a smaller lateral length scale.
The deposition via immersion produced such a thick molecular film that the
pattern was completely covered and not visible; the results were similar to the results of
depositions via immersion on unpatterned substrates with mixtures in 2:1 ratio. For this
reasons we did not include the images of the resulting structures in this section. As for the
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case of deposition onto the large scale pattern, no directional growth of the molecular
domains was observable on the surface layer. Therefore, even though a directional
growth might have occurred at the interface pattern/molecules, it did not persist.
In conclusion, we find that topographic patterns of pits whose characteristic
lateral dimensions are sufficiently small seem to direct the assembly of the molecular
domains, presumably PCBM. In particular, we observed a promotion of the vertical
growth of the molecular domains on the “crests” of an array of cavities of period ~ 360
nm, when the evaporation of solvent is slower (drop-casting).
Further work is needed, however, to identify the composition of the domain that
grows because of the pattern: i.e. tn-ZnPc, or PCBM; and also to study the mutual
interactions of the two types of molecules on the small scale patterned substrate.
However, it is important to choose different types of molecules that both exhibit selective
nucleation at the pits.

4.2

H-terminated Patterned Si(111) Substrates
Based on the results on small scale patterns etched into silicon substrates covered

with native oxide, we find some evidence for vertical domain growth. However, we do
not find evidence for a vertical phase separation, because seemingly only one domain
(presumably PCBM) is affected by the presence of the pattern. The final step we
performed in order to investigate whether the vertical phase separation can form and
persist was to reduce the interfacial tensions.
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We immerse the patterned substrates in a buffered HF solution for 30 seconds
followed by a rinse in DI water. This procedure allows producing H-terminated Si
surfaces.48
Deposition via spin-coating on H-terminated patterns was performed for
comparison with the case of native oxide-covered pattern. To allow for a direct
comparison we investigated deposition from a solution of a (1:1) molecular mixture. We
see in Figure 4-13 that this deposition produces a more homogeneous molecular layer
than for the native oxide: PCBM domains are almost flat. While the pit spacings remain
constant ((727 ± 16) nm and (362 ± 13) nm), we find that the diameters of the pits
decrease (from (303 ± 21) to (258 ± 6) nm and from (98 ± 12) to (76 ± 10) nm), and the
depth increases (from (70 ± 2) to (76 ± 2) nm and from (30 ± 4) to (62 ± 2) nm). Table
4-3 shows a summary of these values. These results suggest that the molecular domains
are growing on the internal walls of the pits and on the flat regions between adjacent pits,
i.e. perpendicular to the surface. Therefore, a pattern-correlated molecular domain growth
is observed, in this case for both of the pit spacings investigated (~ 720 and ~ 360 nm).
In order to estimate the length scale of the vertical domain growth we calculated
the percentage of increasing of the pits depth, which correspond qualitatively to the
“thickness” of the molecular domain that grows on the “crests”. We do this calculation
for the results obtained for the spacing at which we see the vertical growth in both cases,
which is the spacing of ~ 720 nm. The percentages of increasing of the molecular
domains on the “crests” are 14.2% and 8.6% for the native oxide-covered and Hterminated surfaces, respectively. Therefore, the vertical growth of the domains decreases
on H-terminated surface compared to that on native oxide covered-surface.
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Figure 4-13. Magnified height- and phase-AFM images acquired within the largest and
smallest dimension cell of the spin-coating from a solution of a (1:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM
mixture onto H-terminated small scale pattern.

H-termination
Spin-Coating

Diameter × Spacing (nm)

Depth (nm)

Before

303 × 723

98 × 364

70 ± 2

30 ± 4

After

258 × 727

76 × 362

76 ± 2

62 ± 2

Table 4-3. Values of diameters, spacing and depth of the largest and smallest dimension
cells on the diagonal of the small scale pattern before and after deposition via spincoating of the (1:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture on H-terminated surfaces.
For deposition via drop-casting, we again employed a solution of (2:1) tnZnPc/PCBM mixtures for comparison with results for the native oxide-covered pattern.
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The morphology is shown in Figure 4-14 . By analyzing the sizes we find that, while the
measured pit spacings remain constant (724 ± 18) and (482 ± 10) nm), the diameters of
the pits decrease from (303 ± 21) to (213 ± 9) nm and from (113 ± 11) to (78 ± 15) nm.
Unlike the previous cases, we find that the pit depth decreases (from (70 ± 2) to (58 ± 8)
nm and from (39 ± 9) to (22 ± 3) nm). Table 4-4 shows a summary of these values. These
results, unlike the drop-casted case on native oxide-covered patterns, suggest that the
molecular film is filling the pits growing at the bottom of the wells faster than the
“crests”. Therefore, instead of enhancing the vertical growth on large distances and
forming long vertical domains, the molecular film tends to become flatter. This
combination of surface tension and rate of evaporation of the solvent during the
deposition, does not favor a vertical phase separation, instead it decreases the periodic
topography and increases the spatial homogeneity of the molecular film.
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Figure 4-14. Magnified height- and phase-AFM images acquired within the largest
dimension and medium dimension cell of the drop-casting from a solution of a (2:1) tnZnPc/PCBM mixture onto H-terminated small scale pattern

H-termination
Drop-Casting

Diameter × Spacing (nm)

Depth (nm)

Before

303 × 723

113 × 484

70 ± 2

39 ± 9

After

213 × 724

78 × 482

58 ± 8

22 ± 3

Table 4-4. Values of diameters, spacing and depth of the largest and medium dimension
cells on the diagonal of the small scale pattern before and after deposition via dropcasting of the (2:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture on H-terminated surfaces.
Deposition via immersion gave essentially identical results to those we obtained
for the native oxide-covered patterns (large and small scale); i.e. the pattern was
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completely covered by a thick molecular film in which remnant features from the pattern
were not identifiable. No particular evidence for ordered self-assembly was observable at
the surface layer.
In conclusion, changing the surface tension of the silicon oxide surfaces via
hydrosilylation did not produce evidence for a vertical phase separation nor for an
increase vertical growth of the molecular domains. To the contrary, by decreasing the
evaporation rate of the solvent, we find evidence for even more homogenous film
morphology.
Further investigations should be carried out choosing different surface tension
modifications.

4.3

Conclusions

for

Native

Oxide-Covered

and

H-terminated

Patterned Substrates
We have observed some promising results, based upon our patterning of the
silicon substrate for cavities of relatively small diameter and spacing (from 120 to 360
nm in diameter and form 360 to 720 nm in spacing).
We observed a correlation between vertical growth of molecular domains and the
pattern, in particular for spin-coating on native oxide-covered pits at
coating on H-terminated pits at both
native oxide-covered pits at

~ 720 nm and

~ 720 nm, spin-

~ 360 nm, and drop-casting on

~ 360 nm.

The H-terminated periodic arrays of pits in combination with drop-casting
deposition seem to not promote the ordered self-assembly of the molecules, nor did
casting via immersion.
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Future works would be to further investigate the interaction between periodic
patterns and molecular domains in order to promote a vertical phase separation and its
persistence over a thick molecular film. We suggest changing the rate at which the
solvent evaporates, as it was done in this work, while choosing different types of
molecules that both shows selective nucleation on the pattern. Moreover, we suggest
decreasing even further the diameters and spacing of the pits, adding different types of
surfactants, and increase the depth of the pits to the optimal value for the formation of a
critical volume.
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Chapter 5 – Vibrational Spectroscopy
Both Raman spectroscopy and Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy
provide spectral “fingerprints” of organic molecules. In this work we employed these two
techniques for identification of the molecules and investigation of their interactions with
the solvent and with the substrate.

5.1

Raman Scattering Spectroscopy
Certain matter-light interactions can be interpreted as a coupling between a

vibrating molecule and an incident photon. This phenomenon can result in either
absorption or scattering of light. In the case of scattering, the incident light interacts with
the molecular electron cloud exciting the molecule to “virtual” energy states. This is
unlike what happens in “fluorescence”, where the molecule is excited to discrete energy
levels after absorption of photons.49
Light can be scattered in two ways: (1) elastically, in which the incident photon
energy and the molecular energy do not change after the collision (also called Rayleigh
scattering), and (2) inelastically, in which the incident photon energy is no longer
conserved – the difference in energy corresponds to the difference between an excited
vibrational states and the ground state (also referred as Raman scattering). In an inelastic
scattering process, the molecular vibrational energy can increase or decrease, meaning
that the incident photon can lose or gain energy during the scattering. If the molecular
vibrational energy is increased, the incident photon is shifted to a lower energy; this is
called Raman Stokes scattering. If the vibrational energy is instead decreased (e.g. if the
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molecule returns to its ground state), the scattered photon is shifted to a higher energy;
this is called Raman anti-stokes scattering. The latter can occur only in molecules that are
vibrationally excited before the scattering.50 These two types of scattering are represented
schematically in Figure 5-1. Since most of the molecules are in the ground vibrational
state at room temperature, with a very low population in the first excited vibrational state,
Raman Stokes scattering usually occurs with higher probability.

Figure 5-1. Representation of Rayleigh, Raman Anti-Stokes and Raman Stokes
scattering.
In this work we employed Raman spectroscopy in order to characterize the
organization of molecules deposited on silicon substrates. The Raman spectra were
recorder at the Surface Analysis Center (University of Maryland) using a Raman
Microscope (Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRam ARAMIS) employing an optical excitation
wavelength of 633 nm.
PCBM in both powder form and as deposited onto silicon does not show Raman
activity. Instead it shows fluorescence; at 633 nm excitation this molecule is excited into
discrete energy levels. Its broad emission spectrum is centered near 2411 cm-1.51 On the
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other hand, tn-ZnPc shows characteristic sharp scattering peaks in the region 50 – 1750
cm-1 (635-712 nm). At higher frequencies (toward the near-IR) tn-ZnPc also exhibits
fluorescence with a broad spectrum centered near 4689 cm-1. The highest frequency
Raman scattering peak is observed at 1514 cm-1 and corresponds to out-of-phase
stretching of the C-N-C bridges.52 The Raman/fluorescence spectrum of tn-ZnPc powder
and the fluorescence spectrum of PCBM powder are shown in Figure 5-2.

Figure 5-2. Raman spectrum of tn-ZnPc powder and fluorescence spectrum of PCBM
powder.
The complete list of Raman frequencies and group assignments for the vibrational
modes of tn-ZnPc powder are reported in Table 5-1.52–57
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ν (cm )

Intensity

Group Assignment
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N-O torsion
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Benzene rotation
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N-O twisting
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v

Pc breathing
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w

N-O rocking

594

w

Pc breathing

619

w

Pc breathing

683

m

C-N-C bridge symmetric stretching coupled with deformation
in indole and benzene

749

m

N-O wagging

960

w

Benzene in-phase expansion

1119

w

Zn-N in-phase stretching coupled with indole deformation
and benzene expansion

1179

m

Indole and benzene out-of-phase expansion

1214

m

C-N stretching in NO2 group

1265

w

C-N out-of-phase stretching in indole

1344

s

Zn-N in-phase symmetric stretching (Pc breathing)

1428

m

C-C out-phase stretching in benzene

1514

vs

C-N-C bridge out-of-phase stretching

1613

w

N-O asymmetric stretching

Table 5-1. Raman frequencies and group assignments of tn-ZnPc molecules.
A comparison between the Raman spectra of rod-like crystals formed on silicon
substrates from tn-ZnPc/chloroform solution and tn-ZnPc powder is shown in Figure 5-3.
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As we can see, the characteristic peaks of tn-ZnPc are observed without any shift in
position. This indicates that after the evaporation of the solvent, the tn-ZnPc molecules
do not show any measurable effect of an interaction with the solvent; it suggests that they
maintain their structure, and that no residues of solvent are present within the rods.

Figure 5-3. Raman spectra of tn-ZnPc powder and rod-like crystals deposited from tnZnPc/chloroform solution.
In order to further test the assignment of identity of the wetting layer molecules
on the silicon surface as being tn-ZnPc, we compared the Raman spectra recorded on the
areas between rod-like crystals deposited on silicon from tn-ZnPc/chloroform solution
and from the mixture with the PCBM (Figure 5-4). The peaks at 304, 522 and 964 cm-1
reported on the plots can be assigned to Raman scattering form the silicon substrate.58,59
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Comparison of the two spectra indicates that indeed the silicon surface is covered by a
thin wetting layer of tn-ZnPc molecules.

Figure 5-4. Comparison between Raman spectra from the areas between rod-like crystals
after depositions from tn-ZnPc-alone solution and from a solution of a mixture between
tn-ZnPc and PCBM. The peaks indicated by arrows correspond to Raman scattering from
the silicon substrate.
The Raman spectrum measured from the blanket phase on top of tn-ZnPc rods
shows the fluorescence spectrum expected for the PCBM, along with the characteristic
peaks from tn-ZnPc (Figure 5-5).
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Figure 5-5. Raman spectrum measured from the PCBM blanket phase covered tn-ZnPc
rods. Both the fluorescence spectrum of PCBM and the characteristic narrow peaks
assigned to tn-ZnPc are observed.

5.2

FTIR and ATR-FTIR Spectroscopy
Using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) we investigated optical

absorption and transmission of our molecular films in the infrared region. Unlike Raman
spectroscopy, in which the spectra are the result of the scattering of light, features in the
FTIR spectra are due to the absorption of infrared light, exciting molecular vibrations.
This absorption causes the stretching and bending of the chemical bonds in the molecules
at specific wavelengths.60
In addition to transmission-FTIR analysis, we measured FTIR spectra in
attenuated total reflectance (ATR) mode using polarized incident light, which gives
information about the orientation of the adsorbed molecules on the substrate.61–65 The
ATR-FTIR technique uses an internal reflectance element (ATR crystal) with a relatively
high refractive index (

). The sample, with refractive index

, is placed in
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intimate contact with the ATR crystal. An infrared beam of light is directed into the
crystal at a certain incident angle ( ). For incident angles above a critical value

the

incident light is totally reflected from the internal surface of the crystal, and only incident
and reflected waves will be present in this regime (Figure 5-6). The transmitted
“evanescent” light is confined to the region near the interface between the crystal and
sample. Its intensity damps exponentially into the sample as a function of distance:66,67
(5-1)
where

is the intensity at the perpendicular distance

intensity at the interface, and

from the interface,

is the

is the decay length within the sample, which usually

ranges from 50 nm to 2 μm.68 The decay length can be calculated by the following
formula:
(5-2)
We estimated the decay length as function of the incident wavenumbers (4000650 cm-1), given

(refractive index of the Germanium ATR crystal),

(approximated refractive index of tn-ZnPc)32,69 and

. The plot is reported in

Figure 5-7.

Figure 5-6. Schematic of ATR principle.
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Figure 5-7. Decay length of the evanescent intensity as a function of the incident light
frequency.
In this work we collected transmission-FTIR spectra from both tn-ZnPc and
PCBM raw powders, after making KBr pellets in ratio 1:30 (sample/KBr).We also
measured ATR-FTIR spectra of the raw powders. This was necessary to allow us to
identify the molecular vibrations of the raw materials.
In order to further investigate the effect of the molecules/solvent interactions, we
compared the ATR-FTIR spectra from the raw powders with those of powders after
solvation and evaporation of the solvent.
Finally we analyzed the polarized ATR-FTIR spectra of the molecules deposited
onto the Germanium ATR crystal through drop-casting. We did not employ a Silicon
ATR crystal because of the silicon lattice absorption in the region below 1500 cm -1
(where the IR activity of the molecules under examination is very high, see below). 70 We
assume that the surface properties of native oxide-covered Ge are similar to those of
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native oxide-covered Si, and that the interaction between molecules we study and the two
types of substrates are similar.
The analysis was performed at the Optical Instrumentation Facility (Department
of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of Maryland), using the Thermo-Nicolet
Nexus 670 FTIR spectrometer (Thermo Scientific) and the ATR accessory Smart
SpeculATR with Ge ATR crystal.

5.2.1

FTIR and ATR-FTIR Spectra from Powders
The FTIR spectra from the powders in both transmission and ATR modes are

reported in Figure 5-8 for the tn-ZnPc, and in Figure 5-9 for the PCBM. The two types of
spectra, transmission-FTIR and ATR-FTIR, are in good agreement for both powders. As
we can see, these molecules show high infrared activity in the so-called “fingerprint”
frequency region between 1800 – 400 cm-1 (corresponding to optical wavelengths
between 5.6 – 25 μm).
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Figure 5-8. Transmission-FTIR and ATR-FTIR absorption spectra measured from tnZnPc raw powder, and normalized to the highest measured intensity.

Figure 5-9. Transmission-FTIR and ATR-FTIR absorption spectra measured from PCBM
raw powder, and normalized to the highest measured intensity.
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The complete list of FTIR absorption frequencies and vibration assignments for
tn-ZnPc71–77 and PCBM41,75,77–80 molecules are reported in Table 5-2 and Table 5-3,
respectively.
ν (cm-1)
480
652
677
729
756
779
804
816
843
906
928
1039
1072
1084
1099
1116
1136
1250
1334
1390
1439
1466
1487
1521
1593
1610
1653
2842
2931
3091

Intensity
w
sh/vw
w
s
s
sh
w
w
m
w
w
sh/m
sh
s
sh
sh
s
sh/m
vs
sh
sh
sh
m
s
sh
m
m
vw
vw
vw

Group Assignment
N-O rocking
C-C macrocycle ring deformation (Pc breathing)
Pc breathing
C-H out-of-plane bending Pc ring
C-H wagging of Pc ring
C-N stretching
Pc ring vibrations
C-H out-of-plane deformation
C-H out-of-plane deformation
C-H out-of-plane bending
C-H out-of-plane bending
C-H in-plane bending
Isoindole deformation
C-H in-plane bending
C-H in-plane bending
Isoindole breathing + C-H in-plane bending
C-H bending
N-O symmetric stretching
N-O symmetric stretching
N-O symmetric stretching
C-C isoindole stretching
C-C isoindole stretching
N-O asymmetric stretching
N-O asymmetric stretching
C-C symmetric stretching in benzene ring
N-O in-plane bending
N-O in-plane bending
C-H asymmetric stretching as alkyl
C-H symmetric stretching as alkyl
C-H asymmetric stretching in benzene ring

Table 5-2. Characteristic FTIR absorption frequencies and group assignments of tn-ZnPc
molecules. vw: very weak, w: weak, m: medium, s: strong, vs: very strong, sh: shoulder.
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ν (cm-1)
523
573
700
1146
1184
1223
1277
1348
1365
1427
1448
1493
1736
2835
2858
2939
2987
3055
3101

Intensity
vs
s
s
m
m
m
w
w
w
m
m
w
vs
sh/w
sh/w
w
sh/w
sh/w
sh/w

Group Assignment
C-C stretching in C60 cage (vibration in fullerene cage)
C-C stretching in C60 cage
C-H stretching in phenyl ring
C-C stretching in phenyl ring
C-O stretching in alkyl chain
C-C stretching in C60 cage
C-H bending into alkyl chain
C-H wagging into alkyl chain
C-H wagging into alkyl chain
C-H bending of ending methyl group
C-C stretching in C60 cage
C-H in-plane bending in phenyl ring
C=O stretching in carbonyl group
C-H stretching in alkyl chain
C-H stretching in alkyl chain
C-H stretching in alkyl chain
C-H stretching in alkyl chain near phenyl group
C-H symmetric stretching of ending methyl group
C-H stretching in phenyl ring

Table 5-3. Characteristic FTIR absorption frequencies and group assignments of PCBM
molecules. w: weak, m: medium, s: strong, vs: very strong, sh: shoulder.
Before analyzing the IR spectra of the deposited molecules, we tested as to
whether the solvent residues were present after solvation and evaporation. We shown
above that Raman spectroscopy from tn-ZnPc rods does not show indication of solvent
residues. Here, we wanted to look for signs of solvent/PCBM interactions, and
indications of possible solvent/tn-ZnPc interactions in the infrared region. To do so, we
compared the ATR-FTIR spectra of the raw powders with the powders after solvation
and evaporation of chloroform. The comparison is reported in Figure 5-10. We can see
that again the tn-ZnPc spectra do not show evidence of solvent residues or interaction of
solvent with tn-ZnPc; after the solvent evaporates, no signature of solvent molecules are
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left. On the other hand, as we can see in the right panel of Figure 5-10, the PCBM
powder shows indications of chloroform residues, suggesting an attractive interaction
with the solvent. This is visible via the appearance of new peaks assigned to vibrations in
chloroform molecules, as well as the shift of some vibrational modes of PCBM: the peaks
at 667 cm-1, 750 cm-1 and 3022 cm-1 visible in the PCBM powder obtained after
interaction with chloroform refers to C-Cl bending, C-Cl stretching and C-H stretching in
CHCl3 molecules, respectively. The peaks at 1173 cm-1 and 1265 cm-1 are likely shifted
peaks from 1146 cm-1 (C-C stretching in phenyl ring) and 1223 cm-1 (C60 vibration) due
to the presence of chloroform molecules near the phenyl ring and the fullerene cage. To
support these assignments, in Figure 5-11 we show the ATR-FTIR spectrum of liquid
chloroform along with the absorption frequencies and respective group assignments.81,82
Our results confirm earlier reports that PCBM molecules retain chloroform molecules,
even after prolonged heat treatment.83

Figure 5-10. Comparison between ATR-FTIR spectra of raw powders and powders
deriving after solvation and evaporation of chloroform of tn-ZnPc (left) and PCBM
(right).
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Figure 5-11. ATR-FTIR spectrum measured from liquid chloroform (left) and absorption
frequencies with group assignments (right).
5.2.2

Polarized ATR-FTIR of Deposited Molecules
To determine the orientation of the two types of molecules studied here when

deposited on the Si surface, we compared the ATR-FTIR spectra of the molecules
deposited onto the ATR crystal via drop-casting obtained using incident s- and ppolarized light. As shown schematically in Figure 5-12, for s-polarized light the electric
field vector oscillates perpendicular to the plane of incident (90°), while for p-polarized
light the electric field vector oscillates within the plane of incidence (0°). The plane of
incident is defined by the incident and specularly-reflected light beams.

Figure 5-12. Schematic illustration of s- and p-polarization.
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The spectra collected for the tn-ZnPc and the PCBM deposited via drop-casting
on the Ge ATR crystal are reported in Figure 5-13, in the left and right panels,
respectively.

Figure 5-13. Polarized ATR-FTIR spectra measured from tn-ZnPc (left panel) and PCBM
(right panel) drop-casted onto the Ge ATR crystal.
We note that the peaks at 1383 cm-1 1254 cm-1 and 1342 cm-1 (N-O symmetric
stretching) and 1142 cm-1 (C-H bending) of the tn-ZnPc molecules are slightly more
intense in the s-polarized spectrum (left panel of Figure 5-13). This means that the N-O
stretching of the nitro groups and the C-H bending of the isoindole vibrate along the
perpendicular direction of the plane of incident; therefore, parallel to the substrate
surface. This suggests that the phthalocyanine molecules deposit with the molecular plane
parallel to the substrate surface. Similar behavior has already been reported for the
chemically similar CuPc molecules deposited on native oxide-covered Si(111).84
The polarized spectra measured from PCBM (right panel of Figure 5-13) show
that the peaks at 698 cm-1 (C-H stretching in phenyl ring), 1188 cm-1 (C-O stretching in
alkyl chain), 1247 cm-1 (weakly – C-C stretching in cage), and 2944 cm-1 (C-H stretching
in alkyl chain) are more intense in the s-polarized spectrum. In particular, the peak 1188
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cm-1 increases in intensity by 100%, and the 1247 cm-1 peak increases by 67% (Table
5-4). These observations suggest that the alkyl chain lays parallel to the substrate.
Therefore, the PCBM lays on its side on the substrate.
Percentage of increasing of the
intensity of the s-polarized peaks (%)
ν (cm-1)

PCBM spectrum

Assignment

2944

38

C-H stretching in alkyl chain

1247

67

C-C stretching in cage

1188

100

C-O stretching in alkyl chain

698

33

C-H stretching in phenyl ring

Table 5-4. Percentage of increasing of the intensity of the peaks in the s-polarized spectra
of PCBM.
The polarized spectra of the (1:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture are reported in the left
panel of Figure 5-14. We note that the spectrum is almost identical to that for tn-ZnPc
(right panel of Figure 5-14). In order to determine whether the presence of the PCBM is
observable, we show in Figure 5-15 a magnification of the intensity within the fingerprint
region from the right panel of Figure 5-14, using the same baseline. We note that the
peaks of the spectrum measured from the mixture are at the same frequencies as those for
the tn-ZnPc spectrum, but with a decreased intensity. This trend is visible for the entire
spectrum, except for three peaks (1184, 1173, and 700 cm-1) which appear with higher
intensity. These exceptional peaks can be assigned to PCBM vibrational modes; this
provides evidence of the presence of the PCBM in the mixture. The fact that the tn-ZnPc
peaks are much more intense in the mixture than the PCBM peaks we interpret as due to
the fact that the layer that wets the Ge crystal is tn-ZnPc. Therefore, the PCBM signal is
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attenuated, as the evanescent light from the crystal must first pass through the tn-ZnPc
layer before reaching the PCBM.

Figure 5-14. Polarized ATR-FTIR spectra of the (1:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture dropcasted onto the Ge ATR crystal from chloroform solution (left). Comparison of the spolarized spectra of the tn-ZnPc, PCBM and mixture drop-casted on the ATR crystal
(right).

Figure 5-15. Magnification of the fingerprint region of the s-polarized spectra of the tnZnPc, PCBM and mixture drop-casted on the ATR crystal.
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Another characteristic to notice in Figure 5-14 is that the spectrum from the
mixture shows enhancement in the s-polarization intensities for the same peaks as for tnZnPc alone. In Table 5-5 we show the calculated percentage increase for s-polarization of
the peaks for tn-ZnPc-only and for the mixture. We note that the percentage increase of
the peaks at 1383 cm-1, 1342 cm-1 and 1254 cm-1 obtained from the mixture are not as
high as that for the pure tn-ZnPc, and the C-H bending peak at 1142 cm-1 increases more
in the mixture. This might indicate that the phthalocyanine molecules in the wetting layer
are not completely parallel to the substrate, but they are tilted with a certain angle very
close to 0° (given the increasing in the s-polarized spectra in any case), and the C-H
bending in the isoindole are now parallel to the surface. The presence of the PCBM above
this layer might modify the orientation of the phthalocyanine molecules on the substrate.
Percentage of increasing of the intensity of
the s-polarized peaks (%)
ν (cm-1)

tn-ZnPc spectrum

Mix spectrum

1383

100

20

1342

14

5

1254

25

0

1142

29

50

Assignment
N-O symmetric
stretching
N-O symmetric
stretching
N-O symmetric
stretching
C-H bending

Table 5-5. Percentage of increasing of the intensity of the peaks in the s-polarized spectra
of tn-ZnPc and the mixture.
In Figure 5-16 we present a schematic of our interpretation of the orientation of
tn-ZnPc (in the tn-ZnPc-alone case and in the mixture) and PCBM molecules (only in the
PCBM-alone case) deposited via drop-casting on native oxide-covered Si and Ge
substrates.
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Figure 5-16. Schematics of the orientation of tn-ZnPc and PCBM molecules deposited
via drop-casting on semiconductor substrates. The configuration of the PCBM is reported
only in the PCBM-alone case because PCBM molecules are not well detectable in the
mixture.
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Chapter 6 – Evaporation of a Sessile Droplet of
Chloroform Resting on an Isothermal Si(111)
Substrate

6.1

Theoretical Basis
Understanding the phenomena that occur during the evaporation of a sessile

droplet on a substrate is important for predicting and controlling the molecular pattern
deposition onto the underlying substrate during drop-casting deposition.
A sessile droplet on a substrate can be considered as a spherical cap (Figure 6-1).
The static contact angle,

, between the liquid drop and the solid surface is the contact

angle at the thermodynamic equilibrium between the three phases (solid, liquid and
vapor) and is given but the Young’s equation:85
(6-1)
which describes the force balance between the interfacial tensions at the solid-liquidvapor interface. This angle provides information about the surface tensions, and from it
the presence of contaminants or surfactant can be determined, as well as the wettability of
the liquid on a particular substrate.

Figure 6-1. Schematic of a droplet resting on a substrate.
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On the other hand, when the system is not in equilibrium, for instance during
evaporation, the liquid droplet surface changes with time, therefore, a dynamic contact
angle,

, must be considered.
From experimental observations of a water droplet on a glass cover slip, Hu and

Larson86 have found that, when the contact angle is less than 90°, droplet evaporation
occurs in two main stages. In the first initial stage, the contact angle decreases, while the
contact radius is pinned (CCR mode), while in the second phase, the contact radius
recedes while the contact angle remains constant and very small (CCA mode). These two
modes are represented in the schematics of Figure 6-2. At the final stage of the
evaporation, referred to as a “mixed mode”, both contact radius and contact angle
decrease.

Figure 6-2. Schematics of the "constant contact angle" and "constant contact radius"
modes.
In our experiments on the evaporation of chloroform we have observed that the
evaporation of the droplet varies from a CCA mode to a CCR mode alternatively. We
believe that this different, interesting behavior is due to the fast volatility of the
chloroform and the presence of impurity on the substrate: i.e. the contact line pins and
depins alternatively. We find however, evidence that the CCA is the dominant mode,
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because the contact angle oscillates around a well defined constant value. This alternating
transition of evaporation mode from CCR to CCA has been explained as a stick-slip
motion of the contact line when the drop crosses regions of different wettability.87
Therefore, the motion of the contact line is determined by the molecular interactions
within the three-phase zone, where liquid, solid and vapor meet. The driving force for the
contact line motion is given by the out-of-balance surface tension that arises from
perturbating the equilibrium as the wetting line moves across the solid surface changing
the local surface tensions:88
(6-2)
In their study considering several liquids resting on different substrates, Stauber et
al.89 have shown that, for the case of a small initial contact angle, the lifetime of the CCA
mode is longer than that of the CCR mode by a factor of 3/2.
An important phenomenon that takes place during the evaporation of a droplet
that cannot be neglected is the Marangoni effect, which describes the movement of a
liquid surface induced by a surface tension gradient, which can be generated either by a
composition- or a temperature-variation along the free surface.25
In the case of a pure solvent, the main cause of gradient of surface tension is selfinduced variation of temperature on the liquid surface due to the latent heat of
evaporation. On the other hand, in presence of dissolved organic molecules, the surface
tension gradient is primarily caused by a solute concentration gradient. In both cases for
the results discussed here, an appropriate combination of both gradients shall be
considered.
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During the CCR stage, the flow inside the droplet, known as Marangoni
convection (which is a result of this interfacial hydrodynamic instability induced by
surface tension gradient at the interface)90 carries the molecules toward the droplet’s
edges (as shown in the left schematic of Figure 6-3). As a result the evaporation flux at
the edges is much higher than that at the center (as shown in the right left schematic of
Figure 6-3).

Figure 6-3. Marangoni convection inside a droplet (left).25 Evaporation fluxes on the
surfaces of the droplet (right).27
This effect leads to a more solvent loss at the edges, which needs to be
compensated in order to maintain the contact line pinned. The result is a solvent
molecular flux from the droplet top-center towards the edges. During this flow a nonuniform distribution of solute (or contaminants in the pure solvent) occurs at the edges of
the droplets, leading to the common “coffee ring” effect. This was explained by Deegan
in terms of capillary flow.91 This flow generated inside the droplet causes vortices and
turbulence at the droplet free surface, and results in a non uniform surface. These
turbulences are visually observed in this work on the free surface of the droplet of
chloroform during its evaporation.
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The intensity of the Marangoni effect is described by the Marangoni number,

,

which represents the ratio between the driving surface tension force and the viscous
resistive force:25
(6-3)
where

is the surface tension-temperature coefficient of the liquid,

is the difference

in temperature between the edge and the top of the droplet (as the surface temperature
increases monotonously from the center to the edge of the droplet)27 is the drying time,
is the viscosity of the liquid and

is the contact radius of the droplet. The phenomenon

described above, i.e. the solvent flow from the top-center of the droplet towards to edge
of the contact line occurs for small

. For

above a critical value, on the other hand,

the flow inside the droplet is not be the same in the entire droplet bulk, but it is separated
in two regions by a so-called stagnation point.26 The region adjacent to the contact line
are characterized by an outward flow directed towards the edge of the droplet, while the
region far from the contact line exhibits a convective flow in which the motion is outward
at first, but then turns towards the center of the droplet. At the stagnation point the
surface flow changes its direction (Figure 6-4). Therefore, the particles transported in the
convection flow region will move inward and deposit at the center of the substrate – we
have observed evidence of this for evaporation of chloroform into which PCBM has been
dissolved. While those particles transported in the outward flow region will be directly
deposited at the edge of the droplet forming the rings – we see evidence for this for
chloroform into which tn-ZnPc has been dissolved. Therefore, in presence of dissolved
solute, solvent flow inside the droplet will define the distribution of the solute onto the
substrate. The probability of a molecule being transported to the surface or inside the
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droplet bulk must depend on the molecular interaction between solvent and organic
molecules.

Figure 6-4. Schematics of the different flows occurring inside the droplet in presence of
the stagnation point on the free surface of the droplet.27
In their analytical work on a water droplet on a isothermal substrate, Xu et al.27
demonstrated that the critical Marangoni number depends entirely on the contact angle
and decreases following almost a power law with increasing contact angle when this
latter is not larger than 40°.

6.2

Experiments and Discussions
In this work we studied the behavior of an evaporating droplet of chloroform at

room temperature on an isothermal silicon substrate, both pure and in presence of
dissolved tn-ZnPc and/or PCBM molecules. Images of the droplet were taken with a
Canon digital camera fitted with a macro lens and extension tubes. These were analyzed
with two commercial image-processing softwares (ImageJ and Gwyddion). The graphs in
Figure 6-5 show the values of contact angles and contact radii measured every 2 seconds.
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Figure 6-5. Contact angle and contact radius as a function of time.
We have found that the contact angle is very small; it ranges from 17.76° to
26.71°. We note however, that the contact angle measurements are not to be considered
very accurate, because of the thinness of the droplet. Thus, it is likely that we are in the
regime in which the stagnation point originates on the surface of the droplet, generating
different flux directions on the surface. From the graphs we observed that the contact
angle oscillates around a constant value of 21°, while the contact radius generally
decreases with time. We can see that there are regions where the contact radius is
relatively constant, suggesting the pinning/depinning behavior. We also find that there
are regions of mixed mode, in which both contact radius and angle decrease. Overall our
results indicate the CCA being the dominant mode in our case. As mentioned above, the
occurrence of turbulence on its surface is not negligible and combined with the fact that
the droplet is almost flat, leads to very fine changes in the contact angle. A more accurate
measurement of the contact angle would require a measurement system resolution at the
microscale.
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For the analysis of the evaporation rate of the solvent we use a microbalance,
which allows us to determine the variation of the droplet mass with time. The solutions
under examination were: (1) pure chloroform, (2) PCBM and (3) tn-ZnPc solutions in
chloroform at the concentration of 0.25 mM, and (4) a mixture solution of both molecules
in ratio 1:1 at the same total concentration.
For discussing the behavior of the evaporation of the solutions, it is important to
note that the solubilities of these molecules in chloroform are two orders of magnitude
different. PCBM is highly soluble in chloroform (27.4 mM), while tn-ZnPc is
considerably less soluble (0.37 mM).
We poured four drops of solution on a 1cm2 silicon substrate, in order to cover the
entire surface, and measured the rate of mass change. In Figure 6-6 are shown the plots of
the mass change as a function of time of the pure chloroform and the solutions
investigated. From these plots we can see that the chloroform and the PCBM solution are
nearly indistinguishable. A different dependence is seen for the tn-ZnPc solution, which
is nearly indistinguishable from that for the mixture solution. The first two plots exhibit
two main regimes, a quasi-linear decreasing regime until 70 seconds followed by a
monotonically decreasing regime towards to end of the evaporation. These two different
regimes demonstrate the presence of two different evaporation rates: an initial fast rate
and a final slower rate. The initial rate, in which the surface-to-volume ratio is relatively
small, follows the dynamics explained above, i.e. the Marangoni stress is not negligible.
While the final regime is dominated by much more complicated dynamics. This is
apparently because the surface-to-volume ratio becomes very large, enhancing the effect
of non uniformity of the free surface. The heat of evaporation leads to a non uniform path
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length for heat conduction, which produces a non uniform distribution of temperature on
the liquid-vapor interface, which drives the thermal Marangoni flow. This non uniformity
changes the liquid-vapor surface tension, in turn changing the evaporation rate. It has
been found that for large, but less than 40°, contact angles the Marangoni number is
positive and the flow inside the droplet is counterclockwise, whereas for very small
contact angles (~ 10°) the Marangoni number becomes negative and the circulation inside
the droplet changes to clockwise motion from the center toward the edges, decreasing the
radial flow.25 As consequence, the evaporation rate will decrease.
An alternative explanation as to the difference seen between evaporation
curves in Figure 6-6 could be that the change in the shape of the evaporation curve might
also be related to a change in the shape of the sessile droplet, from flat-topped at the
beginning (our visual observations indicate that initially the drops are indeed flat-topped)
to spherical cap-shaped as the size decreases, due to a domination of gravitational forces
by surface tension in the small drop limit. A flat-topped, short, cylindrical drop would
evaporate in a nearly linear fashion, while the volume of the cap would follow a
dependence. If the transition required a change in the contact area, it might be
suppressed by the rod clusters which pin the contact line.
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Figure 6-6. Mass change as a function of time, for the pure chloroform, the PCBM, tnZnPc, and (1:1) mixture solutions.
In conclusion, the unchanging behavior of chloroform when mixed with PCBM
suggests, that the molecules are well dissolved and inert; they do not affect the
evaporation rate – the dynamics of evaporation is controlled by the Marangoni
convections inside the droplet that change depending on the contact angle and the
surface-to-volume ratio. This suggests attractive interactions between chloroform and
PCBM. While, the increasing of the overall evaporation rate when chloroform contains
tn-ZnPc molecules suggests repulsive interactions with chloroform, leading to a faster
solvent loss, and neglecting the change in the currents inside the droplet or the surface-tovolume ratio. When both molecules are dissolved in chloroform, the behavior of the
evaporation rate of solvent is dominated by the presence of tn-ZnPc molecules and it is
almost identical to the case of only tn-ZnPc molecules dissolved. This last curve suggests
that tn-ZnPc interacts repulsively with the chloroform molecules, and ignores the
presence of the PCBM molecules, initiating a phase separation already in solution.
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The numerical values of the rate of evaporation have been extracted by fitting the
different regions with a cubic function:
(6-4)
where

is the mass and

is time, and ignoring the second and third order, since they are

negligible. The slope of the approximated lines,

, was used to calculate the

evaporation rates, reported in Table 6-1. The overall values of the evaporation rate for the
four solutions investigated are reported in Table 6-2.
Evaporation rate
(mL/min) – drop-casting

CHCl3 with
PCBM

Initial regime (5” → 70”)

0.027 ± 0.004

Final regime (75” → 150”)

CHCl3 with
tn-ZnPc

CHCl3 with
Mix

0.025 ± 0.002

0.026 ± 0.002

CHCl3
0.030 ± 0.002

0.020 ± 0.006

0.022 ± 0.006

Table 6-1. Values of the evaporation rates of the initial and final regimes for the solution
under investigations.

Solution
Chloroform
PCBM solution
tn-ZnPc solution
Mixture solution

Overall Evaporation Rate (mL/min)
0.017 ± 0.001
0.0165 ± 0.0004
0.0234 ± 0.0004
0.024 ± 0.001

Table 6-2. Overall values of the evaporation rate for the solutions under investigations.
The variation of the mass of the solutions has been plotted as a function of time
(left graph of Figure 6-7), and it shows the almost constant trend of the solvent
evaporation in the tn-ZnPc and the mixture solutions, while the chloroform and the
PCBM solution lose solvent monotonously. The values of the slope of the linear fits have
been plotted and shown on the right graph of Figure 6-7.
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Figure 6-7. Derivative of the mass of the solution as function of time (left). Slope of the
evaporation rate (right).
The experimental data of –

have been fitted with the following formula:86
(6-5)

where

is the radius of the contact line and it is function of time,

diffusion coefficient of chloroform at 25 °C in air (= 0.115 cm2/s),92
humidity (40%),

is the contact angle and

is the vapor
is the relative

is the saturated vapor concentration (=

1.265 × 10-3 g/cm3), calculated by the ideal gas law:
(6-6)
From the fitting we extracted

assuming the contact angle constant and equal

to (21 ± 3)°.
The plots in Figure 6-8 demonstrate that at a given contact angle the evaporation
rate is proportional to the contact line radius , as predicted by Hu et al.86
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Figure 6-8. Derivative of the mass and

as a function of time for the four solutions.

According to the Nguyen at al.,93 the evaporation rate of a sessile droplet follows
a 2/3 power law in the CCA mode; while for the CCR mode the exponent ranges from 1
(small contact angles) to 2/3 (large contact angles). By fitting the curves of the mass
change versus time (Figure 6-6) with a power law:
(6-7)
we have found that the exponent

is slightly smaller than 2/3; it is closer to 3/5 for the

pure chloroform and the PCBM solution, while the cases of tn-ZnPc and mix solutions
show an almost linear behavior (

(Table 6-3). The reasons why we found a 3/5

power law might be associated with the hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity properties of the
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substrate, described by the initial contact angle
been found being function of

, because the averaged exponent

has

by the semianalytical approximation:93
(6-8)

where

is given in radians. We calculated an estimation of the initial contact angle for

the four case and we see that at the initial stage the contact angle is very large compared
with that measured experimentally. The values are reported in Table 6-3.

Parameter
Initial contact angle

(°)

CHCl3 with
PCBM

CHCl3 with
tn-ZnPc

CHCl3 with
mix

CHCl3

0.63 ± 0.02

0.90 ± 0.03

0.89 ± 0.05

0.60 ± 0.05

95.80

36.61

39.38

101.08

Table 6-3. Estimation of the initial contact angle.
This might be due to that fact that these studies have been performed by pouring
four drops on a small substrate. The SiO2 surface is relatively hydrophilic for the
chloroform, but given the amount of liquid, the edges of the liquid will reach the edges of
the substrate where they will meet a different surface tension, responsible for
constraining the liquid on the entire substrate, making the initial contact angle very large
(Figure 6-9).

Figure 6-9. Schematic of the initial contact angle.
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Another important effect to consider is the gravity. The initial liquid surface is,
obviously very large, because cover the entire 1 cm2 silicon substrate. For large droplets,
the gravity will affect the shape of the droplet, deforming its spherical surface, making
the droplet relatively flat.94
To verify whether we are in the large sessile drop regime, we fitted the shape of
the droplet surface to an arc with contact angle equal to 21° (as shown in Figure 6-10).
The value of the height that result from the fit is ~ 0.08 cm and the measured value of the
initial height of the liquid poured on the substrate is ~ 0.05 cm. Therefore, the gravity
action on the droplet cannot be neglected. This can also be a reason of the 3/5 power law
that we have found.

Figure 6-10. Fitting of the droplet surface to an arc to verify the gravity effect.
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Chapter 7 – Summary and Conclusions
This work was meant to provide a better understanding of the mutual interactions
between small, immiscible molecules, a liquid solvent and a substrate in order to control
the length scale of their phase separation. The specific choice of electron donor and
acceptor molecules for this study was motivated by potential applications, notably
efficient organic solar cells.
In this work we carried out investigations of domain formation of functionalized
phthalocyanines (tn-ZnPc) and fullerene-derivative (PCBM) molecules during deposition
from chloroform-based solution at different supersaturation rates on flat silicon
substrates.
We found that the simplest model, in which the interactions solutes/solvent and
solutes/substrate are neglected is not sufficient; instead, these interactions play an
important role in formation of molecular domains.
We observed that the majority of the tn-ZnPc molecules form large rod-shaped
clusters while still in liquid solution, even at low concentrations. However, we find that
some small fraction evidently remain dissolved, and interact strongly with the substrate,
forming a wetting layer. We find that the morphology of the tn-ZnPc rod-clusters is not
significantly affected by the solvent vapor and thermal annealing, by the evaporation rate
of the solvent, or the presence of PCBM.
We find evidence that the PCBM clusters form at the substrate, and that the
molecules are well dissolved in chloroform even at relatively high concentrations. The
kinetics of crystallization of PCBM is highly affected by the solvent evaporation rate, and
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thus supersaturation, as well as by the presence of the tn-ZnPc. We find that a certain
level of control over the morphology of these domains is possible using solvent vapor
annealing and thermal annealing.
Our studies of the phase separation between these two components were carried
out in the presence of a flat substrate. The identification of domains made up of each
molecule via atomic force microscopy force-curve measurements was demonstrated. The
characteristic length scale of the phase separation was found to increase as the solvent
evaporation rate, and thus supersaturation decreases. For OSC applications however, an
advantage of using slow rates would be the increasing of the degree of order in the
PCBM domains indicated in our studies. Highly ordered molecular domains facilitate the
diffusion of excitons; therefore this latter result is desired in application of organic solar
cells.
We carried out some first tests of directed phase separation on patterned
semiconductor surfaces. These showed some promise for promoting a directional phase
separation. In particular, we find that by patterning the substrate with arrays of small
cavities with a small periodicity (hundreds of nm) we slightly promote the vertical
growth of the domains. Additional studies, to further investigate these phenomena, are
needed.
We investigated modification of the surface tension of the patterned surfaces via a
hydrosilylation treatment. We did not achieve any increase in the vertical growth of the
molecular domains, nor a vertical phase separation. However, other terminations might
be effective in this regard, and should be further studied.
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Vibrational spectroscopy studies confirm that the first molecules to deposit on the
semiconductor surface through drop-casting are tn-ZnPc. We also find that the presence
of the PCBM molecules above these seems to affect the orientation of the tn-ZnPc
molecules in the wetting layer; tn-ZnPc molecules lay flat when alone, and slightly tilted
when covered with PCBM.
In this work we have also studied the phenomena that occur in a sessile droplet
during its evaporation. We have found evidence for directional fluxes inside the droplet
which influence the arrangement of domains of the two types of molecules across the
substrate. These studies give insights into the interactions occurring between individual
molecules and solvent. In particular, we find evidence for repulsive interactions between
tn-ZnPc and chloroform, and attractive integrations between PCBM and chloroform
during deposition.
The results obtained in this work also shed light on the mutual interactions
between this particular combination of organic molecules, solvent and substrates. They
will hopefully lay the foundations for further investigations on different combinations of
donor/acceptor organic molecules, solvent and substrates.
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Chapter 8 – Future Work
The extensive studies done on unpatterned semiconductor surfaces presented in
this work using functionalized phthalocyanines and fullerene-derivative molecules show
that the idea on using these molecules to create interpenetrating networks of donor and
acceptor will not work for the system we have chosen. The major issue we found was that
these two molecules have very different solubilities in organic solvents; therefore, the
majority of the tn-ZnPc clusters aggregated in solution at the very early stage.
Further studies should be done on employing a solvent in which the two
molecules has similar solubility, or synthesize new phthalocyanines for achieving a
higher solubility. This would eliminate the different interactions molecules/solvent and
would potentially favor a smaller length scale phase separation. However, similar
interactions with the solvent might lead to a difficulty in creating phase separated
domains. Therefore, it is important that each of the two molecules have strong
interactions with molecules of the same species.
In the literature there have been reported other mixtures that achieve molecular
domains length scales of ~ 10 – 15 nm; these use different type of donor molecules in
combinations with fullerene-derivative molecules that have comparable solubility in
organic solvents. For example, phenyl-cored thiophene dendrimers (4G1-3S) with
PCBM,95 and 5,50-bis{(4-(7-hexylthiophen-2-yl)thiophen-2-yl)-[1,2,5]thiadiazolo[3,4c]pyridine}-3,3’-di-2-ethylhexylsilylene-2,2’-bithiophene

(DTS(PTTh2)2)

with

PC70BM.96
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The insights gained in this thesis on unpatterned surfaces should direct and
facilitate further investigations on patterned surfaces. In particular, we believe that small
enough periodical arrays of cavities should be promising for a directional growth of the
phase separation. Further investigations should be, then, addressed in this direction. In
particular, finding the appropriate depth and shape of the cavities for which a nucleus can
form, the appropriate combination of diameter/spacing for which the persistent length
scale of the vertical domains is increased, and an appropriate choice of donor molecules
that exhibit similar solubility in organic solvent than fullerene-derivative molecules, like
those reported above.
Finally, we suggest continuing to seek appropriate surfactants, in order to make
the interaction between the substrate and molecular domains even more selective.
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Appendix

A

–

Arrangement

of

Molecular

Domains across the Substrate for (1:2) and (2:1)
tn-ZnPc/PCBM Mixtures
In this section, we analyzed the arrangement of the molecular domains upon
deposition via drop-casting of (1:2) and (2:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixtures on native-oxidecovered silicon substrates. The motivation was to further investigate the Marangoni
currents inside the droplet, and the interaction solutes/solvent.
Subsequent to deposition from solutions of (1:2) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixtures optical
images we show that the rings of high molecular domains coverage are nearly circular
near the center of the substrate, but they are not very regular at the edges (top images in
Figure A-1). In contrast, for the deposition from a solution of a (2:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM
mixture, there are no concentric rings of molecular domains evident near the substrate
center; instead, as seen in the bottom images in Figure A-1, pinned contact lines, rather
than regular rings, are visible – but only toward the edges of the sample.
We showed in Chapter 3 that within the rings that form after deposition from
immersion in a solution of (1:2) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture, a relatively thick blanket phase
of PCBM is observed on top of the tn-ZnPc rods. The average PCBM coverage in these
rings (Θ = 3.9 × 1014 molecules/cm2) is approximately a factor of 0.76 smaller than the
average tn-ZnPc coverage (Θ = 5.1 × 1014 molecules/cm2). On the other hand, the
characteristic irregular rings at the edges of the samples in the (2:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM
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mixture are characterized by two types of arc: one almost completely made up of tn-ZnPc
rod clusters, and the other one made up of a thin blanket of PCBM on tn-ZnPc rods. The
average PCBM coverage in these rings (Θ = 2 × 1015 molecules/cm2) is approximately a
factor of 0.45 smaller than the average tn-ZnPc coverage (Θ = 4.5 × 1015 molecules/cm2).
Overall, both rings in (1:2) and (2:1) mixtures are characterized by a larger amount of tnZnPc; however, the first case contains a larger amount of PCBM than the latter one. This
behavior is consistent with the Marangoni model for the respective diffusion of
molecules/clusters in solution, as discussed in Chapter 6: tn-ZnPc tends to diffuse
towards the edge of the droplet and the PCBM toward the center.

Figure A-1. Comparison of optical images of the structures resulting from deposition
from a solution of a (1:2) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture (top images) and from a solution of a
(2:1) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture (bottom images) via drop-casting.
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We measured the radial distance between adjacent rings in the molecular pattern
formed from a solution of a (1:2) tn-ZnPc/PCBM at a distance of 1800 μm from the first
circle at the center (Figure A-2). Because of the sense of the motion of the contact line
during solvent evaporation, the first circle at the center is actually the last circle formed.
The near neighbor ring-ring radial separation increases approximately with a 3/2 power
law (

) to a limiting value of ~ 22.5 μm (plot in Figure A-2). Our

interpretation of this is that during the initial stages of solvent evaporation, approximately
every 22.5 μm, the contact line of the droplet is pinned. When the diameter of the droplet
drops beneath approximately 500 μm, then the rings start to get closer to each other – this
is seemingly a curvature related effect. We find that the last ring has a diameter equal to
(45 ± 5) μm. Apparently beneath this limit the driving force for evaporation is sufficiently
large to overcome the interfacial forces that generate the “stick-slip” motion of the
contact line up until this point

Figure A-2. Optical images of the structures resulting from deposition from a solution of
a (1:2) tn-ZnPc/PCBM mixture modified in order to remove the distortion of the optical
background (left). Ring-ring distance as a function of the position on the substrate (right).
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Finally, we considered the radial distances at which the pinning objects deposited
with respect to each other and the length of the arc chord of adjacent pinned arcs. In the
optical image shown in Figure A-3 we have identified eight pinning objects. The radial
separation decreases as the diameter of the droplet decreases, as does the arc chord
length. Basically, separation between successive pinning sites gets smaller as the droplet
gets smaller. This is due to the small amount of material left in the droplet at the final
stages. Because the morphology of these molecular arrangements on the substrate does
not change, we hypothesize that the Marangoni currents inside the droplet do not change
with the size of the droplet.

Figure A-3. Radial distance between adjacent pinning objects (upper graph). Arc chord
length of adjacent pinned arcs (bottom graph).
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Appendix B – XRD Patterns of Powders Materials
Although the deposited molecules, in any shape presented in this work, do not
show any crystalline pattern, the powders of the raw materials do exhibit a crystalline
pattern.
The measurements have been performed at the X-ray Crystallographic Center
(Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of Maryland) using the D8
Advance powder diffractometer (Bruker) equipped with Cu sealed tube (λ = 1.54178 Å).
The PCBM shows the characteristic crystallographic pattern in Figure B-1.

Figure B-1. XRD pattern of PCBM raw powder.
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In order to extract the intensities (

) from the powder diffraction data, the

LeBail method of fitting was employed, using monoclinic crystal system and space group
P21/n. The lattice parameters of the PCBM used for the initial fitting were taken from the
work done by Paternò et al.97, in which the PCBM crystals were obtained upon solvation
in chlorobenzene solution at room temperature, followed by slow drying. The lattice
parameters are the following:
a = 13.29 Å
b = 14.93 Å
c = 19.48 Å
β = 106.33°
V = 3709.28 Å3
The obtained refined lattice parameters for our case are the following:
a = (13.4755 ± 0.0008) Å
b = (15.1884 ± 0.0010) Å
c = (19.0728 ± 0.0012) Å
β = (107.166 ± 0.004)°
V = (3729.7 ± 0.4) Å3
with crystallite Lorentzian size equal to (255 ± 8)nm.
The fact that we found a slightly larger unit cell volume is due to the fact that we
do not have any residue of solvent.
Our results are in good agreement with those obtained by Casalegno et al.98, in
whose work the crystal data of PCBM were obtained from the as-purchased powder
(solvent-free). The value obtained by Casalegno et al .are the following:
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a = (13.4951 ± 0.0005) Å
b = (15.1572 ± 0.0004) Å
c = (19.0964 ± 0.0007) Å
β = (107.142 ± 0.002)°
V = (3732.6 ± 0.2) Å3
In Figure B-2, we show the comparison between observed XRD pattern of PCBM
and that calculated with LeBail method. The overlapping is almost identical, with a very
small difference (gray line in Figure B-2). The obtained profile R-factor is 6.3%. In the
displayed range used for the fitting, there are 350 reflections found. The (h, k, l) indices,
d spacing, 2theta angles and the fitted intensities of all 350 reflections are in Table B-1.

Figure B-2. Comparison between observed XRD pattern of PCBM and calculated with
LeBail method.
The tn-ZnPc raw powder show a mild crystallographic pattern (Figure B-3),
although it has been reported in literature the high crystalline character of the
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phthalocyanine powder without functional groups (ZnPc).31,32 Around
observe an amorphous character, and the two mild peaks observed at

= 40° we
~ 15° and

~

26.3° might refers to a crystalline structure. Because of lack of lattice parameters
information and the weakness of these only two peaks, the plane indices were not
calculated.

Figure B-3. XRD pattern of tn-ZnPc raw powder.
The reason why the deposited molecules of PCBM do not show any crystalline
pattern might be due to the very low signal detectable. On the other hand, for the tn-ZnPc
it is possible that the agglomerations in rod-like structures are amorphous.
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-4
-6
-4
0

3.1057
3.1029
3.1003
3.0942
3.0811
3.0788
3.0747
3.0617
3.0599
3.0464
3.0377
3.0372
3.0320
3.0265
3.0182
3.0146
3.0046
2.9983
2.9975
2.9963
2.9782
2.9713
2.9682
2.9636
2.9627
2.9579
2.9565
2.9501
2.9412
2.9275
2.9168
2.8975
2.8905
2.8876
2.8817
2.8814
2.8796
2.8703
2.8698
2.8684
2.8659
2.8655
2.8438

28.72
28.75
28.77
28.83
28.96
28.98
29.02
29.14
29.16
29.29
29.38
29.38
29.44
29.49
29.57
29.61
29.71
29.77
29.78
29.79
29.98
30.05
30.08
30.13
30.14
30.19
30.20
30.27
30.37
30.51
30.63
30.84
30.91
30.94
31.01
31.01
31.03
31.13
31.14
31.16
31.18
31.19
31.43

11.7
0.3
0.3
5.7
0.6
2.3
35.7
20.3
3.3
7.3
1.6
7.6
3.8
5.1
11.1
0.8
0.0
0.5
1.7
56.8
24.0
0.2
2.4
7.6
7.4
3.9
21.7
8.4
26.6
16.8
9.7
7.0
0.7
1.0
1.4
6.4
21.8
1.1
0.1
0.2
1.9
23.3
14.0
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0
4
4
4
3
4
4
2
2
3
2
1
4
2
1
4
1
1
1
3
2
3
0
4
2
1
3
1
1
4
5
1
2
2
5
2
3
2
5
3
4
2
2

2
-1
2
-3
-4
-3
0
1
-5
-3
3
5
-3
5
3
1
4
1
-5
4
-5
-2
5
3
4
0
1
-4
-3
-2
0
-1
5
-1
0
-3
-4
2
-1
3
-3
-4
-5

6
-5
1
-2
-3
-1
2
5
-1
-5
4
2
-3
0
5
2
4
6
-3
1
-2
-6
3
0
3
-7
4
-5
-6
-5
-3
-7
1
-7
-1
-6
-4
5
-2
3
-4
-5
-3

2.8200
2.8192
2.8068
2.8011
2.7939
2.7899
2.7876
2.7852
2.7684
2.7645
2.7581
2.7578
2.7478
2.7472
2.7430
2.7418
2.7355
2.7331
2.7322
2.7297
2.7269
2.7241
2.7169
2.7163
2.7148
2.7119
2.7017
2.6910
2.6884
2.6839
2.6710
2.6697
2.6674
2.6650
2.6608
2.6597
2.6571
2.6546
2.6534
2.6440
2.6402
2.6388
2.6306

31.70
31.71
31.86
31.92
32.01
32.06
32.08
32.11
32.31
32.36
32.43
32.44
32.56
32.57
32.62
32.63
32.71
32.74
32.75
32.78
32.82
32.85
32.94
32.95
32.97
33.00
33.13
33.27
33.30
33.36
33.52
33.54
33.57
33.60
33.66
33.67
33.70
33.74
33.75
33.88
33.93
33.95
34.05

8.1
5.1
3.7
10.7
0.3
1.3
10.4
7.8
7.3
0.2
4.9
0.2
6.5
0.2
4.1
0.0
5.1
2.2
0.4
2.3
9.8
9.4
1.0
14.3
3.4
15.3
15.5
0.2
2.6
7.8
5.1
1.1
1.4
3.1
2.6
0.4
1.3
0.6
10.9
2.9
0.2
2.8
1.0
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5
4
0
5
4
1
0
4
4
3
1
3
3
0
1
5
1
3
2
2
5
5
0
3
0
5
4
3
4
5
4
0
3
4
2
3
2
4
1
1
3
2
4

-1
0
4
-1
2
2
3
3
-1
0
5
2
4
1
-5
-1
-2
-1
-2
5
-2
1
6
-3
5
-2
-4
-5
1
-2
-4
6
-5
-3
-5
-4
4
-2
6
-6
5
0
-4

-3
-6
5
-1
2
6
6
1
-6
-7
3
4
2
7
-4
-4
-7
-7
-7
2
-2
0
0
-6
4
-3
-2
-1
3
-1
-1
1
-2
-5
-4
-5
4
-6
0
-1
0
6
-3

2.6306
2.6303
2.6294
2.6209
2.6168
2.6093
2.6045
2.5941
2.5917
2.5905
2.5902
2.5820
2.5752
2.5659
2.5606
2.5565
2.5539
2.5536
2.5499
2.5432
2.5397
2.5388
2.5314
2.5284
2.5274
2.5197
2.5174
2.5148
2.5146
2.5112
2.5092
2.5073
2.5030
2.4961
2.4957
2.4907
2.4861
2.4854
2.4838
2.4801
2.4794
2.4790
2.4785

34.05
34.06
34.07
34.18
34.24
34.34
34.41
34.55
34.58
34.60
34.60
34.72
34.81
34.94
35.02
35.07
35.11
35.11
35.17
35.26
35.31
35.32
35.43
35.48
35.49
35.60
35.64
35.67
35.68
35.73
35.76
35.78
35.85
35.95
35.96
36.03
36.10
36.11
36.13
36.19
36.20
36.21
36.21

7.0
8.7
0.4
4.8
13.9
2.0
12.0
0.5
5.7
0.2
1.2
17.7
6.2
4.4
2.1
10.8
2.3
0.5
4.9
7.3
0.5
1.1
0.3
2.6
5.7
5.1
4.2
3.8
0.0
0.0
0.2
4.6
2.4
0.3
0.9
1.6
1.4
2.4
2.8
0.4
0.5
4.0
0.5
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5
1
2
0
4
5
3
5
2
3
3
5
1
4
0
5
1
1
1
5
4
1
3
3
2
1
3
3
4
2
1
2
1
2
5
1
0
4
2
4
1
5
2

0
4
3
2
4
-2
-2
0
1
-5
0
-1
6
3
6
2
3
-4
-6
1
2
0
1
3
-4
5
5
4
-4
5
-3
-3
1
0
-3
-5
4
-1
-6
4
6
-3
2

-5
5
5
7
0
-4
-7
1
6
-3
5
-5
1
2
2
0
6
-6
-2
1
3
7
5
4
-6
4
1
3
-4
3
-7
-7
7
-8
-2
-5
6
-7
-1
1
2
-3
6

2.4754
2.4750
2.4725
2.4626
2.4553
2.4543
2.4518
2.4514
2.4466
2.4461
2.4448
2.4432
2.4425
2.4419
2.4390
2.4387
2.4358
2.4347
2.4318
2.4201
2.4172
2.4169
2.4137
2.4135
2.4133
2.4067
2.4027
2.4015
2.3987
2.3925
2.3905
2.3872
2.3868
2.3796
2.3789
2.3762
2.3718
2.3705
2.3691
2.3639
2.3625
2.3624
2.3566

36.26
36.27
36.31
36.46
36.57
36.58
36.62
36.63
36.70
36.71
36.73
36.76
36.77
36.78
36.82
36.83
36.87
36.89
36.93
37.12
37.17
37.17
37.22
37.22
37.23
37.33
37.40
37.42
37.46
37.56
37.60
37.65
37.66
37.77
37.79
37.83
37.90
37.93
37.95
38.04
38.06
38.06
38.16

1.4
0.6
2.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.5
4.5
2.0
7.6
4.0
0.0
0.0
1.2
0.0
1.8
3.8
1.0
0.0
2.0
0.1
1.8
1.1
1.3
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.9
0.5
0.0
172

2
5
5
3
2
1
2
2
1
0
4
0
5
3
4
0
3
5
3
5
2
1
4
3
5
4
4
3
2
5
0
4
2
2
1
1
4
0
4
4
1
6
2

6
-3
-2
-5
-1
-6
-6
-5
-1
6
-3
5
2
2
0
3
-4
-3
-3
-1
6
2
1
5
3
-4
-2
-1
-6
1
0
3
4
-2
-2
6
-5
1
-5
4
4
0
5

0
-1
-5
-4
-8
-3
-2
-5
-8
3
-6
5
1
5
4
7
-6
-4
-7
-6
1
7
4
2
0
-5
-7
-8
-3
2
8
3
5
-8
-8
3
-2
8
-1
2
6
-2
4

2.3558
2.3553
2.3535
2.3528
2.3509
2.3463
2.3430
2.3400
2.3379
2.3366
2.3341
2.3335
2.3329
2.3271
2.3252
2.3152
2.3139
2.3082
2.3062
2.3059
2.3049
2.3030
2.2985
2.2953
2.2952
2.2891
2.2883
2.2883
2.2810
2.2801
2.2779
2.2773
2.2708
2.2707
2.2589
2.2545
2.2541
2.2527
2.2483
2.2471
2.2423
2.2416
2.2316

38.17
38.18
38.21
38.22
38.25
38.33
38.39
38.44
38.48
38.50
38.54
38.55
38.56
38.66
38.69
38.87
38.89
38.99
39.03
39.03
39.05
39.08
39.16
39.22
39.22
39.33
39.34
39.34
39.47
39.49
39.53
39.54
39.66
39.66
39.88
39.96
39.96
39.99
40.07
40.10
40.18
40.20
40.39

0.0
0.2
1.1
1.4
0.3
1.3
0.2
1.4
0.8
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.7
3.4
2.4
2.6
0.1
0.1
0.2
3.5
9.0
8.8
1.1
11.7
3.9
4.2
9.0
6.6
19.8
3.9
1.5
0.1
5.1
32.3
34.5
5.0
3.8
7.1
40.6
15.2
23.8
2.7
74.7
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2
3
1
4
5
3
2

3
4
5
2
2
3
1

6
4
5
4
2
5
7

2.2264
2.2249
2.2235
2.2234
2.2067
2.2015
2.1758

40.48
40.51
40.54
40.54
40.86
40.96
41.47

83.1
12.7
2.5
3.8
47.0
14.0
56.3

Table B-1. Miller indices (h, k, l), d spacing, 2theta angles and fitted intensities of
PCBM.
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Appendix C – Optical Characterization – Charge
Transfer Complexes
Given the potential application to organic solar cells, in this section we
investigated the photoinduced charge transfer process between tn-ZnPc and PCBM
molecules deposited via drop-casting on silicon in a 1:1 ratio mixture.
The measurements have been performed at NNL-CNR-NANO in Lecce (Italy).
Emission spectra were obtained with an Edinburgh FLS980 spectrometer equipped with a
peltier-cooled Hamamatsu R928 photomultiplier tube (190-900 nm) and a Xe900 450 W
Xenon arc lamp as exciting light source. Emission lifetimes in the ns-s range were
determined with the single photon counting technique by means of the same Edinburgh
FLS980 spectrometer using a laser diode as excitation source (1 MHz, λexc = 405, 515 or
635 nm, 200 ps time resolution after deconvolution) and the above-mentioned PMTs as
detectors. Analysis of the luminescence decays was accomplished with the DAS6 Decay
Analysis Software provided by the manufacturer. Experimental uncertainties are
estimated to be ± 8% for lifetime determinations and ± 5 nm for emission peaks.
The absorption spectra of the single components in solution are reported in
literature.99,100 In Figure C-1 are shown the UV-Vis absorption spectra of PCBM in
chloroform at the concentration of 10-5 M and tn-ZnPc (in o-dichlorobenzene at the
concentration of 1.11 × 10-5 M.
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Figure C-1. UV-Vis spectra of PCBM (left)99 and tn-ZnPc (right).100
PCBM absorbs around 330 nm while tn-ZnPc shows three absorption peaks
centered at 349, 616, and 684 nm, respectively. Thus, a single excitation wavelength of
330 nm has been selected for both units.
Figure C-2 shows the photoluminescence profiles and the corresponding lifetime
values. As reported in literature,100 the phthalocyanine exhibits two emission peaks at
around 450 nm and 690 nm. However, the tendency of this class of molecules to closely
pack to each other, when not properly diluted in an optically inert medium, leads to a
strong luminescence self-quenching. In fact, in our case only the most intense high-lying
energy band (~ 450 nm) is still detectable while the band at ~ 690 nm (see inset, red line)
results in a negligible signal.
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Figure C-2. Emission spectra of drop-casted film on silicon of PCBM (black), tn-ZnPc
(red), and the mixture (blue) with relative decay times.
The PCBM shows a peak at 725 nm and, as confirmed by literature,101 does not
exhibit any luminescence self-quenching by the close contact between units. In fact, the
chemical structure and the electronic features of the fullerene (and its derivatives)
guarantee a proper protection of their excited states.
When mixed together in 1:1 ratio and deposited on silicon, we note that the PL
intensities of both units decrease, relatively to those of the single components, by almost
half because of the repartition of the incident light between them.
However, while the decay lifetimes measured for the tn-ZnPc at 450 nm in the
single component film and in the mixture (0.8 and 0.9 ns, respectively) are about the
same within experimental error, those of PCBM decrease from 1.1 to 0.8 ns for PCBM
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alone and PCBM in MIX, respectively. This, together with the fact that the PCBM
emission intensity appears to be even lower than expected would suggest a photoinduced
charge transfer process between electronic levels of tn-ZnPc and PCBM at the interface
(only). Although, at this stage the experimental evidences are not significant, further tests
should be performed to confirm this hypothesis.
Based on these results, we can state that a relatively well defined phase separation
at the solid state is present, with a non significant charge transfer at the interface.
However, for the purpose of photovoltaics application, this result is not desired since a
substantial formation charge separated states (with low recombination rates) is required
for optimal performances of the devices.
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Appendix D – Determination of the Young’s
Modulus of tn-ZnPc and the Thickness of the tnZnPc Wetting Layer
As a first approach, we determined the thickness of the tn-ZnPc wetting layer
experimentally using measured XPS results. All XPS spectra performed on tn-ZnPc
samples (either drop-casted or spin-coated) on areas of 700 μm × 300 μm, show peaks
coming from the electrons escaping from the Si substrate. In Figure D-1 we report the
XPS spectrum of tn-ZnPc deposited via drop-casting on silicon.
We calculated the electron effective attenuation length (

) of tn-ZnPc for

quantitative analysis using the NIST Electron Effective-Attenuation-Length Database,102
and we obtained

(tn-ZnPc) = 3.007 nm. We approximate the electron escape depth

for tn-ZnPc as 3 times this, or ~ 9 nm. However, since we are able to detect the silicon
substrate underneath, the wetting layer must be thinner than 9 nm. The reason is that XPS
gives a contribution from the rods.
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Figure D-1. XPS spectrum of tn-ZnPc deposited via drop-casting on Si(111).
We extracted the approximated thickness (

) of the drop-casted film,

considering the film uniform over the entire silicon surface, using the method of the
“Thickogram” introduced by Cumpson in 2000.103 The approximated thickness for a
uniform layer of tn-ZnPc is

= (3.0 ± 0.2) nm.

Next we consider that the value determined from XPS is approximately the
average value from the rods and wetting layer, each weighted by their area fraction in the
film. We estimate the area-coverage fraction of the tn-ZnPc rods (
wetting layer (

) from AFM images of on drop-casted samples. The values are:

(0.31 ± 0.01) and
(

) and of the
=

= (0.69 ± 0.01). We extract the thickness of the wetting layer

), through the following formula:
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(D-1)
We estimate

= (0.3 ± 0.1) nm.

In order to test this value of the thickness obtained with XPS analysis, we
performed simulations of contact mechanics using a commercial finite element methodbased software package (COMSOL Multiphysics), and we compared them with the
measured force curves performed with AFM using a silica spherical tip.
We considered, as a first attempt, the results based on Hertzian theory, in which
the adhesion is neglected. According to this theory, the relationship between the applied
force ( ) and the penetration ( ) into a slab of infinite thickness and infinite lateral
dimensions follows a 3/2-power law: 104
(D-2)
where the coefficient

is the slope of the curve and its form depends on the shape of the

two bodies that are in contact. For a sphere in contact with a flat slab,

is given by:104
(D-3)

where

is the radius of the sphere and

is the modulus of the system related to the

Poisson’s ratios and Young’s moduli of the slab and the sphere:
(D-4)
For a sphere in contact with an infinitely long cylinder,

is given by: 105

(D-5)
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where
and

is the diameter of the sphere,
(not to be confused with

is the eccentricity of the ellipse of contact,

, the Young’s modulus) are the complete elliptic

integrals of the first and second class respectively with modulus , and

is given by (for

bodies of different materials:
(D-6)
where

and

are given by:
(D-7)

where

and

are the Poisson’s ratios and the Young’s moduli of the sphere

and the cylinder respectively.
A more realistic model would consider adhesion; however this approach should
be approximately correct as long as we only consider the contact region of the extended
curve (approaching curve) of the

vs.

plot of the measured curves. The fitting to

Equation (D-2) of the measured curve for the tn-ZnPc rod is shown in Figure D-2.
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Figure D-2. Fitting of Equation (D-2) of the

vs.

curve measured for tn-ZnPc rods.

We obtained the first estimation of the Young’s modulus of the tn-ZnPc rod
(
value is

) from the slope of the curve in Figure D-2, using Equation (D-5). The
= (5.06 × 107 ± 2 × 105) Pa. This value is within the order of

magnitude of several organic molecules and polymers (50 – 1000 MPa),106,107 however it
is low compared to the value found in literature for CuPc thin films (9.29 GPa).108
Because Equation (D-5) is valid for an infinitely long cylinder, it gives only a rough
approximation for our case of a finite length cylinder. Therefore, we used this as an initial
value to estimate the correct value in numerical simulations of the

vs.

curve. We

designed a 4-fold symmetry 3D geometry in which the silica probe is a hemisphere, the
tn-ZnPc rod is a cylinder and the silica substrate is an infinitely rigid block (Figure D-3).
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Figure D-3. 3D geometry used for COMSOL simulations to obtain the Young's modulus
of tn-ZnPc.
We inserted the following parameters for the sphere and the block, which are both
of silica:

kg/m3 and

= 0.17,

parameters for the cylinder are:
films),108
starting

= 7.2 × 1010 Pa.38 The

= 0.45 (approximated to the one for CuPc thin

= 1630 kg/m3 (approximated to the one for ZnPc thin films)45 and the
= 5.06 × 107 Pa. We inserted the real sizes of the probe and the rod:

1900 nm and

= 350 nm,

until the slope of the simulated

= 1000 nm (length of the cylinder). We varied
vs.

curve equals to the slope of the measured one.

In order to estimate the correct value of
between the simulated slope (

=

we calculated the difference

) and the measured slope (

):
(D-8)
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We plotted the values of

as a function of

real value of the Young’s modulus of tn-ZnPc rods (

. The value of

close to the

) is the value for which

, which is the value of the intercept of the linear fit of the plot in Figure D-4. The
estimated Young’s modulus of tn-ZnPc is

= (1.88 × 108 ± 2 × 106) Pa.

Figure D-4. Plot of
vs.
. The intercept of the linear fit of this curve is the
estimated Young’s modules of tn-ZnPc.
We next used this estimated value of Young’s modulus of tn-ZnPc in order to
estimate the thickness of the wetting layer. This case, as the previous, was approximated
to the Hertzian theory. We designed a 2D axial-symmetric geometry comprised of a large
rigid block (silica substrate), a thin soft block (tn-ZnPc wetting layer) and a hemisphere
(spherical probe), as reported in Figure D-5.
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Figure D-5. 2D axial-symmetric geometry used for COMSOL simulations to obtain the
thickness of tn-ZnPc wetting-layer.
We varied the thickness of the thin soft block in the range 0.3 – 3 nm until the
slope of the simulated

vs.

curve equaled that obtained from force-curve

measurements performed with a spherical tip on “flat” regions between rods on films
spin-coated from tn-ZnPc/chloroform solution. However, we found that in this range of
thicknesses, the slope, which is given by Equation (D-3), is about four orders of
magnitude larger than the measured slope: measured slope = 6.6 × 104 N/m3/2, simulated
slope ~ 1.4 × 108 N/m3/2. To extract the value of the wetting layer (
plotted the values of

as a function of

), we

.
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Figure D-6. Plot of
vs.
. The intercept of the linear fit of this curve is the
estimated thickness of the wetting layer.
The intercept of the linear fit of Figure D-6, which should be the value of the
thickness of the wetting layer, gives instead a negative number (~ -41359 nm) that has no
physical meaning. Therefore, the approximation to Hertzian theory cannot be used,
because the thickness of this layer is so thin that adhesion cannot be neglected. We found
that the thickness of the layer for which the adhesion can be ignored is ~ 180 nm.
To extract the thickness of a very thin layer we need to employ the JKR theory,
which takes into account adhesion. In this case, the relationship between penetration
and force

considering a sphere of radius

and a slab is given by the following

formula:37
(D-9)
where

is the elastic modulus of the system,

the radius of the contact area under a given , and

is the surface energy per unit area,

is

is the radius of the contact area for

= 0.
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